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Chapter One

INTRODUCTION

A. Introduction to the Class Actions Project

Justice Robert Sharpe of the Ontario Court of Appeal has written that:

*The most significant modern development in civil justice in Canada has been the emergence of the class action. Class actions respond to the challenges that confront our regime of civil justice, in particular, the need to enhance access to justice and to ensure the efficient and effective use of scarce judicial resources. But class actions are anything but simple. Grouping multiple claims under a single procedural umbrella is a complex and challenging undertaking that has stretched the minds of some of our finest jurists and advocates.*

The Law Commission of Ontario (LCO) initiated a class actions project to consider Ontario’s experience with class actions since the *Class Proceedings Act* (CPA) came into force in 1993. During this period, class actions have grown significantly in volume, complexity, and impact in Ontario and across Canada. Class actions have had major financial, policy and even cultural implications across the country.

The project’s mandate is to research class actions in Ontario and to conduct an independent, evidence-based, and practical analysis of class actions from the perspective of their three objectives: access to justice, judicial economy, and deterrence.

This paper seeks public input comment and advice on a wide range of class action questions and issues. The LCO welcomes submissions on these or any other class action topics. The LCO believes that broad and transparent consultations are integral to successful law reform.

The project will conclude with an independent, evidence-based, and comprehensive analysis of the most pressing class action issues. The LCO’s final report will make recommendations for law reform where appropriate to do so.

B. The Law Commission of Ontario

The LCO is Ontario’s leading law reform agency. The LCO has a mandate to promote law reform, advance access to justice, and stimulate public debate. The LCO fulfills this mandate through rigorous, evidence-based research; contemporary public policy techniques; and a commitment to public engagement. LCO reports provide independent, principled, and practical recommendations to contemporary legal policy issues.

A Board of Governors, representing a broad cross-section of leaders within Ontario’s justice community, guides the LCO’s work. Support is provided to the LCO by the Law Foundation of Ontario, Ontario Ministry of the Attorney General, Law Society of Ontario, and Osgoode Hall Law School. The LCO is located at Osgoode Hall Law School in Toronto.

More information about the LCO is available at www.lco-cdo.org.
C. Why Are Class Actions Important?

It is generally acknowledged within Ontario’s justice system that class actions have had a significant impact on class action litigants, the justice system, and public policy.

One can appreciate the breadth and impact of class actions simply by surveying the range of cases in the past. Notable class actions in Ontario since the CPA was passed have addressed:

- Consumer protection issues such as payday loans and criminal interest rates
- Environmental accidents, such as the Walkerton tragedy, soil contamination and explosions
- Federal and provincial inmates held in solitary confinement
- Institutional abuse in residential schools and health care facilities
- Labour and employment issues concerning pensions, gender discrimination, misclassification and unpaid overtime
- Mass personal injury involving blood, blood products and *C. difficile* infections
- Privacy breaches concerning credit cards and data security
- Products liability, including implanted medical devices and food product recalls, and
- Securities issues.

Class action lawsuits often involve thousands – if not hundreds of thousands – of potential litigants and millions – if not billions – of dollars in compensation. They can result in huge awards and have a significant impact on the general public, corporate or government behavior and reputations, public policy, and the justice system. It is fair to describe class actions as one of the most high-profile and far-reaching legal procedures in the Canadian justice system.

D. Catalyst For Reform

The LCO initiated this project for several reasons:

- **The project is timely:** Ontario’s statutory regime governing class actions took shape as a result of a comprehensive and thoughtful law reform process that culminated twenty-five years ago in the enactment of the CPA. Several important and far-reaching choices underpinned this Act and the countless judicial decisions that followed it. These choices have not been reviewed systematically since the 1990 report of the Ontario government’s Advisory Committee on Class Action Reform. The LCO project will be the first comprehensive assessment of Ontario’s CPA in more than a generation.

- **The project addresses outstanding, systemic, and controversial justice policy issues:** As noted above, class action legislation and proceedings are generally acknowledged to have significant policy and financial implications for both class members and class action defendants. Class actions also have systemic implications for access to justice, court procedures and efficiency, and government and corporate liability.

- **There is a need for an impartial, independent review of class actions:** Class action discussions are controversial and often influenced by stakeholder interests and perspectives. This project is unique in that the LCO is independent of those interests and committed to an impartial, independent, “public interest” analysis of class action issues.

- **The project is participatory and evidence-based:** There is a comparative lack of comprehensive consultations and empirical research on class actions issues. The LCO project will address these gaps by conducting extensive public consultations and providing a firmer empirical foundation for these issues.
E. Project Objectives, Issues and Terms of Reference

The terms of reference set out the project’s objectives and the general issues that will be considered. The terms of reference read, in part, as follows:

The Law Commission of Ontario (LCO), with the support and collaboration of the Faculty of Law, University of Windsor and la Faculté de droit de l’Université de Montréal, is leading an independent study of class actions in Ontario.

The purpose of the project is to research whether class actions are fulfilling their three-part promise to improve access to justice, foster judicial efficiency, and promote behaviour modification.

The project will be based on extensive research and public consultations. The project will conclude with the preparation and distribution of a public report. The report will include analysis and recommendations for reform, where appropriate.

The project will be independent, consultative, balanced, practically oriented, and guided by public interest values.

The project acknowledges its scope is potentially broad, with many complex and controversial issues. Time and resources for the project will be limited. As a result, the project will prioritize and organize its work to focus on systemic issues that affect class actions generally. The project will consider whether Ontario’s existing Class Proceedings Act needs to be amended to govern contemporary class action proceedings. The project will also strive to establish an independent, evidence-based record of class actions in Ontario.

The project does not consider reforms to non-CPA statutes or practices. The project’s full terms of reference are attached as Appendix A.

F. Relationship to Other Class Action Initiatives

Many organizations and individuals have undertaken significant work regarding class actions in Ontario and elsewhere. The LCO does not want to replicate those initiatives. As a result, the project will work cooperatively with researchers, stakeholders and other organizations to build on current research/policy initiatives and to ensure limited resources are used most effectively. Most notably, the project wishes to acknowledge the important work undertaken by the Canadian Bar Association’s National Task Force on Class Actions to address procedural challenges in multi-jurisdictional class actions.

G. Project Deliverables and Organization

1. Project Deliverables

The project’s goal is to produce an independent, evidence-based, and comprehensive analysis of key class action issues. The final report will make recommendations for law reform where appropriate to do so. The final report will also be produced in English and French and distributed widely.

The project is also organizing an empirical study of class actions in Ontario. Once completed, the LCO will make this study publicly available to policy-makers, researchers, practitioners, organizations or others who may wish to access it.
Finally, the LCO will produce a range of user-friendly, accessible, and web-based materials that summarize and explain the final report and its recommendations. These materials will support the LCO’s “knowledge mobilization” strategy for this project. These materials will be produced in English, French, and other languages.

All materials will be posted on the LCO’s project website.

2. Project Organization

The class actions project is being led by the LCO with the support of a distinguished group of academics, justice system leaders, and class action practitioners.

The project’s Principal Researchers are:

- Professor Jasminka Kalajdzic, Faculty of Law, University of Windsor; and,
- Professor Catherine Piché, Faculty of Law, Université de Montréal

The LCO established an expert Reference Group to assist the project’s work. The reference group includes:

- The Honourable Stephen T. Goudge, Chair and Board of Governors Liaison
- Marie Audren, Partner, Audren Rolland LLP
- Tim Buckley, Partner, Borden Ladner Gervais LLP
- Michael A. Eizenga, Partner, Bennett Jones LLP
- Professor Trevor C. W. Farrow, Osgoode Hall Law School
- André Lespérance, Partner, Trudel, Johnston and Lespérance
- Celeste Poltak, Partner, Koskie Minsky LLP
- Linda Rothstein, Partner, Paliare Roland Rosenberg Rothstein

The LCO has also established a Technical Advisory Committee to assist with the empirical component of this project. The group includes:

- Jonathan Foreman, Harrison Pensa LLP
- Gina Papageorgiou, Law Foundation of Ontario
- Michael Rosenberg, McCarthy Tétrault LLP

The empirical project is being assisted by Run Straight Consulting Ltd.

Funding for the project is being provided by the LCO. The project is also supported by the Faculty of Law, University of Windsor and the Faculty of Law at the Université de Montréal Class Action Lab. Additional project funding is being provided by the Ontario Ministry of the Attorney General and the Government of Canada through the Justice Partnership and Innovation Program.

H. Consultation Process/Next Steps

The LCO believes that successful law reform depends on broad and accessible consultations with individuals, communities, and organizations across Ontario.

The Consultation Questions set out in this paper are a guide to the class action issues that have been identified by the LCO so far. The LCO welcomes public comments on these or other class action issues.

The release of the Consultation Paper launches an intensive period of public consultations. During this period, the LCO will organize consultations with members of the public, lawyers and legal organizations, public and private organizations, academics, governments, and others who have an interest in class actions. Our consultations are likely to include meetings, conference calls, webinars, focus groups, and roundtables. Important project documents will be distributed in English and French.
There are many ways to get involved. Ontarians can:

- Learn about the project and sign up for project updates on our project website;
- Contact us to ask about the project or project consultations; or,
- Provide written submissions or comments.

The consultation deadline is **May 11, 2018**.

The LCO can be contacted at:

Law Commission of Ontario  
Osgoode Hall Law School, York University  
2032 Ignat Kaneff Building  
4700 Keele Street  
Toronto, ON M3J 1P3  

Telephone: 416-650-8406  
Toll free: 1-866-950-8406  
Email: lawcommission@lco-cdo.org  
Web page: www.lco-cdo.org  
Twitter @LCO_CDO
What follows below is a list of the consultation questions identified by the LCO so far. A complete examination of the questions, and their relative priority, is included in Chapters Four and Five of the Consultation Paper.

A. Consultation Questions from Chapter Four

Consultation Question 1:

*How can delay in class actions be reduced?*

- How may practices be changed to shorten delays?
- How might judges manage cases more efficiently?
- Should the statutory deadline for filing of a certification motion, or any other deadline applicable in class action practice, be changed?
- What changes in legislation could help cases proceed more efficiently?

Consultation Question 2:

*Given that class actions must provide access to compensation to class members, how should distribution processes be improved?*

- What are the best practices for distributing monetary awards to members?
- How can transaction or agency costs be reduced in distributions?
- Is transparency important in class actions? If so, how can reporting and monitoring be improved?
- Should judges require parties or claims administrator to file a public report summarizing the outcomes of the settlement distribution after its conclusion? What should the report contain?
- Should the CPA be amended to specify more detailed requirements regarding distribution practices, improved monitoring, or reporting?

Consultation Question 3:

*What changes, if any, should be made to the costs rule in the CPA?*

- Should Ontario retain the two-way costs rule?
- Is the cost of indemnities against adverse costs a concern?
- Should the Class Proceedings Fund have the flexibility to alter its current 10% levy and/or to fund legal fees?
- Is third party funding a positive development in class action practice? Should it be more tightly regulated?
- Should the source and extent of funding be disclosed to courts?
Consultation Question 4:

Is the current process for settlement and fee approval appropriate?
- Is the legal test for settlement approval sufficient?
- Which factors should a court consider in awarding counsel fees?
- Should counsel fees be proportional to or dependent upon class recoveries?
- Should fees be awarded on a sliding scale, that is, a reduced percentage of recovery as the size of recovery increases?
- What changes, if any, should be made to the process by which fees are awarded?
- Is there a role for an amicus curae at settlement and/or fee approval?

Consultation Question 5:

Is the current approach to certification under s. 5 of the CPA appropriate?
- What is the appropriate evidentiary standard at the certification motion?
- Should courts consider the merits of a proposed class action at certification?
- Should Ontario move in the direction of Québec by requiring only a limited evidentiary basis at the motion for certification?
- Should Ontario abandon the requirement for certification, or preliminary hearings altogether?

Consultation Question 6:

Are class actions meeting the objective of behaviour modification? What factors (or kinds of cases) increase (or reduce) the likelihood of behaviour modification?

Consultation Question 7:

Please describe class members’ and representative plaintiffs’ experience of class actions:
- How can class action processes be improved for class members and representative plaintiffs?
- Are there certain kinds of disputes or legal problems that class actions are not addressing?
- How can technology be used to keep class members better informed?
- Should the CPA include specific provisions regarding the rights of objecting class members to disclosure, representation and entitlement to costs?

Consultation Question 8:

In light of existing constitutional restrictions, what is the most effective way for courts to case manage multi-jurisdictional class actions in Canada?
- Is the 2018 CBA Protocol sufficient to address multi-jurisdictional class actions?
- Is statutory guidance desirable, or should this issue be left to the courts?
- Should legislative amendments like those in the Saskatchewan and Alberta statutes be considered?
Consultation Question 9:

How should Ontario courts address the issue of carriage in class actions?

- Should a modified “first to file” rule be considered in Ontario?
- Should the CPA be amended to provide guidance on carriage issues? If so, what reforms would you recommend?

Consultation Question 10:

What is the appropriate process for appealing class action certification decisions?

- Should appeals from successful certification decisions be taken directly to the Divisional Court, without the need to obtain leave?
- Should all appeals from certification decisions proceed directly to the Court of Appeal? Is the leave to appeal test appropriate?

Consultation Question 11:

What best practices would lead a case more efficiently through discoveries, to trial and ultimately to judgment? Are there unique challenges in trials of common issues that the CPA and/or judges could address? What can judges do to facilitate quicker resolutions and shorter delays?

Consultation Question 12:

In addition to the issues listed in this paper, are there provisions in the CPA that need updating to more accurately reflect current jurisprudence and practice? If so, what are your specific recommendations?

Consultation Question from Chapter Five

Consultation Question 13:

Should the Class Proceedings Act or Rules of Civil Procedure be amended to promote mandatory, consistent reporting on class action proceedings and data?

- What information should be collected?
- How can barriers or disincentives to better data collection be reduced?
- How can technology be used to facilitate greater data collection and reporting?
The lengthy development of the CPA began with six years of research carried out by the Law Reform Commission of Ontario and culminated with the publication of its seminal Report on Class Actions (Report) in 1982. The Report was accompanied by draft legislation, and contained recommendations that have been implemented either through the language of the CPA, or the manner in which the legislation has been interpreted by courts.

Several years later, Ontario Attorney General Ian Scott created an Advisory Committee on Class Action Reform. This committee consulted with a range of stakeholders, and released its Report in 1990, following which, Bill 28, An Act respecting Class Proceedings, was prepared and introduced into the House.

The resulting CPA has remained unchanged to the present day.

The LCO project on class action reform is the first comprehensive, independent review of the CPA since the legislation was introduced.
Chapter Three

WHAT HAVE WE HEARD?

A. Stage One Interviews – Introduction

The LCO’s principal researchers, Professors Catherine Piché and Jasminka Kalajdzic, and LCO staff conducted a series of preliminary interviews of class action stakeholders between November 2017 and January 2018. The primary purpose of our “Stage One” interviews was to help the project prioritize its research and consultation agenda. The LCO asked stakeholders to comment upon whether class actions in Ontario were achieving their objectives; what was or was not working in class action practice; and what changes, if any, should be made to the CPA. The input received during this process helped the LCO develop its research agenda and the consultation questions set out in this paper.

This chapter sets out our Stage One methodology and summarizes its results.

B. Stage One Interviews – Methodology

The LCO used a purposive “key informant” approach for our Stage One interviews in order to interview a broad cross-section of class actions stakeholders. In the end, sixty stakeholders were interviewed. Thirty interviewees were plaintiff or defendant litigators in Ontario and Quebec who practiced in a wide range of class action cases. Other interviewees included judges, class administrators, class members, community organizations and insurers. The LCO also interviewed several counsel and organizations about why they were not using class action litigation to pursue their clients’ claims.

Our principal researchers prepared an Interview Guide containing a set of standardized interview questions that focused on class action practice within the context of the CPA. The Interview Guide is attached as Appendix B.

Interviews were informal, open-ended, and conducted primarily over the phone, lasting one hour but sometimes significantly longer. In addition, all Stage One interviews were conducted on a no-attribution basis. For example, respondents are identified only as plaintiff or defence counsel, not by name, area of practice or firm.

C. Summary of Stage One Interview Responses

1. Access to Justice

Stage One interviewees generally agreed that the CPA advances access to justice and promotes claims that otherwise would otherwise not proceed.

However, many interviewees noted that access to justice in class actions often depends on the type of case. Multiple interviewees stated that access to justice was hindered by “de minimis” claims, that is cases where some believe class members obtain minimal compensation compared to the fees for plaintiff counsel. For instance, one person commented that class action legislation creates a good procedure, but is also used by plaintiff counsel as a “centre for profit.” Some interviewees stated that this situation can negatively impact the public perception of whether class actions are useful in facilitating justice.

Some interviewees noted the importance of process and transparency in facilitating access to justice. They further stated that access to justice is not simply access to a courtroom, but access to outcomes. The residential schools settlement was cited as a positive example, including the establishment of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission. Others expressed concerns that counsel and courts do not understand, take into account, or communicate the priorities of class members.
through the litigation process and in making settlement decisions. In these circumstances, it was said, class members’ access to justice suffers.

Finally, several interviewees described why they do not use class actions to advance their client’s or organization’s legal claims:

- Other forums or procedures are more accessible, including administrative tribunals with provisions for joint complaints.
- Several counsel stated class actions cannot be viable vehicles for certain types of claims, such as environmental damage, mass torts and human rights, without reform of the substantive law surrounding these claims.
- Class actions often involve significant financial risks (such as the high costs of disbursements, adverse cost awards, or law firm cashflow issues).
- Class actions take a long time: individual litigation can be both faster and more economical.

2. Judicial Economy/Delay

The length of time needed to litigate a class action was a primary concern for many interviewees. Almost all counsel interviewed stated that delay was a factor affecting access to justice and judicial economy. However, there was considerable debate about the cause of delay.

Both plaintiff and defence counsel mentioned less than optimal case management by judges. Some suggested judges should be better trained and resourced to keep cases moving forward. Lack of judicial resources was an issue some interviewees cited. That said, they recognized courts must prioritize hearing criminal cases within the overall context of scarce judicial resources.

Both plaintiff and defence counsel said evidentiary thresholds at the certification stage lead to lengthier certification hearings, thus delaying litigation. Interviewees compared Québec and Ontario law and had different opinions on whether Ontario should adopt the high threshold for admitting evidence at certification in Québec as a model. Some defence counsel suggested including a merits analysis at certification. One person suggested lowering the bar for certification generally, then following certification with a fast and efficient alternative dispute resolution mechanism.

Many interviewees, including plaintiff and defence counsel, cited carriage motions across multiple jurisdictions and within the province, as contributing to delay.

Both plaintiff and defence counsel mentioned appeals, including the additional time taken by hearings of leave applications at the Divisional Court as a cause for delay. A few interviewees, including plaintiff and defence counsel, queried whether the underlying action should continue while appeals are litigated.

Plaintiff counsel cited multiple unmeritorious preliminary motions brought forward before the certification stage by defendants.

One interviewee suggested plaintiff counsel were pleading their claims in a way that is overly broad or ambitious. This, in turn, encourages defendant counsel to bring forward motions prior to certification, and certification more aggressively.

On the other hand, defence counsel observed plaintiff counsel sometimes file claims but do not promptly pursue them.
3. Behaviour Modification

Answers to whether class actions result in behaviour modification were mixed. However, almost all interviewees could think of specific circumstances in which they felt defendants changed their actions because of the actual or potential consequences of class action litigation.

Many interviewees – primarily plaintiff counsel but also some defense counsel – felt class actions did achieve behaviour modification. For instance, one commentator observed that there has been a change in employment law where employers are more willing to give employees better severance payouts to avoid the risk of litigation.

Others, including many defense counsel, said they were unsure as to whether class actions created a behaviour modification or deterrence effect. Some defendants view class actions settlements simply as a cost of doing business, while others felt the risk of criminal or regulatory consequences has a bigger influence on modifying behavior.

Many, if not most, interviewees noted the difficulty in measuring behaviour modification.

The LCO was frequently advised that behaviour modification may depend on the type of case. Some interviewees emphasized class actions cannot be treated as monolithic – they may achieve behaviour modification in some areas of law, and in others they may have little impact.

One person suggested behaviour modification does not happen where insurers simply fund settlements and nobody admits liability. Some defense counsel stated future deterrence may not be relevant in cases dealing with mistakes or past actions that defendants acknowledge are wrong. The residential schools settlement was cited as an example of this. Another interviewee said he has not seen any evidence of behaviour modification in three core areas – price fixing, capital markets and securities.

4. Certification Test

There were many comments, from both plaintiff and defense counsel, that the statutory criteria in section 5 of the CPA were basically sound and should remain unchanged. However, interviewees also often criticized how these criteria were applied in practice, such as the amount of evidence allowed by judges on certification motions.

Plaintiff counsel sometimes expressed concern that allowing large volumes of evidence at certification indirectly turned the courts’ focus to the merits. On the other hand, some defense counsel advocated that section 5 of the CPA be explicitly changed to allow assessment of cases on the merits.

Several counsel noted the volume of evidence produced and disclosed by parties as part of the certification hearing process was a significant and growing issue, especially for cases involving historical evidence.

5. Multi-Jurisdictional Class Actions

Most interviewees, including plaintiff and defense counsel, cited the procedural challenges in multi-jurisdictional class actions as one of their primary concerns. There is a lack of clarity as to which court should take jurisdiction when competing or overlapping class actions have been filed in multiple provinces. One person also cited global classes as an issue.

Some interviewees suggested the project should consider the CBA Class Action Task Force recommendations on this issue; others told us to look at Saskatchewan and Alberta legislation as a model.

Almost all interviewees acknowledged the constitutional challenges with addressing multi-jurisdictional class actions.
6. Carriage Motions

Plaintiff counsel cited carriage motions as a major issue for both class actions within Ontario and multi-jurisdictional class actions. The delay and expense caused by carriage motions was identified as a significant concern. Some interviewees noted that there was a lack of clarity in the law on which counsel may assume carriage. Some interviewees stated that plaintiff counsel entering into consortiums or deals have a negative impact on class members. Some interviewees noted these deals may increase total counsel fees and disbursements, affecting the award amount available to class members.

One interviewee suggested that while the LCO may not be able to provide recommendations about carriage motions in multi-jurisdictional class actions, the project should look specifically at providing guidance regarding court procedures for conducting carriage motions within Ontario.

7. Appeals

Many interviewees were critical of the delay caused by appeals. The majority supported having a more direct appeal process by eliminating requirements to bring leave to appeal applications at Divisional Court, and instead directing all appeals to the Court of Appeal.

8. Transparency – Settlement and Settlement Distribution

Comments on the transparency of class actions settlements and distribution were mixed. Some interviewees felt judges asked appropriate questions as to how the parties came to a settlement and the terms of that settlement. Others believed it was difficult for judges not to approve a settlement where counsel had agreed on it.

Some interviewees suggested that amicus curiae could assist in the settlement process, while others disagreed and said an amicus would overly complicate the process and create delay. One suggested involving an amicus but allowing counsel to have confidential interviews with the amicus as part of the process. Some suggested adding a means through which class members could receive independent legal advice.

With regard to settlement distribution, some expressed concern that class members did not understand the process, or may disagree with decisions made by administrators on award amounts. Some interviewees wondered about issues related to take up rates, such as how many class members are actually interested in claiming damages in a particular case?

Most interviewees supported cy près awards, stating that cy près awards can support behaviour modification and access to justice in the right circumstances. Almost all interviewees said that cy près was better than reversion, though interviewees also noted that counsel's priority should be getting funds to class members. The LCO was also told that cy près should not affect plaintiff counsel fees.

9. Class Counsel Fees

Both plaintiff and defence counsel recognized the risk assumed by plaintiff counsel and agreed counsel fees should be proportionate to this risk. That said, both plaintiff and defense counsel frequently commented that that fee awards were unpredictable and judge-dependent.

Some interviewees said that more judicial scrutiny at fee hearings is needed, including an evidence threshold at fee hearings to corroborate counsel records.

Multiple interviewees advocated for doing away with multipliers.
10. Costs
Most interviewees – including both plaintiff and defence counsel – agreed with the current two-way costs rule, stating that the rule discourages frivolous motions and claims, and that there are benefits to the current rule for both plaintiffs and defendants. For example, it was stated that plaintiff counsel are able to use third party litigation funding and the Class Proceedings Fund to offset adverse costs risks.

Some plaintiff counsel expressed concerns about the potential for additional delay in no-cost jurisdictions. They felt no cost jurisdictions encourage defence counsel to bring multiple interlocutory motions because there is no risk of adverse cost consequences.

Others said that adverse costs can create significant risks for plaintiffs, and therefore may discourage plaintiffs from bringing forward claims. They also cited unpredictability in cost award amounts and suggested at least capping costs at certification. Some recommended looking at costs assessment in Québec.

An interviewee who does not litigate class actions noted that the risk of costs is a barrier to access to justice for low-income Ontarians who might otherwise have a viable class action.

11. Notices
There was general agreement that notices have improved. Counsel were said to be both more creative and more willing to use technology to improve client notices. Interviewees also frequently mentioned that long form notices are difficult to understand. Some interviewees suggested notices should state that class members have a right to independent legal advice.

Interviewees also expressed concern that depending on the type of class action, some notices could be inaccessible to class members with certain types of disabilities, or those with low literacy levels.

12. Litigation Funding Arrangements
Many interviewees, including plaintiff counsel, stated that litigation funding arrangements (whether the Class Proceedings Fund or third-party funding) support access to justice. They also stated that the current legal test for approval is generally appropriate. Many counsel suggested that litigation funding supports smaller firms practicing class actions litigation.

On the other hand, some interviewees were concerned that litigation funding arrangements may not be sufficiently transparent. Some interviewees also asked whether litigation funders influence outcomes, including settlement decisions.
OBJECTIVES OF CLASS ACTIONS IN ONTARIO

The three objectives of class actions – access to justice, judicial economy and behaviour modification – were originally set out by the Ontario Law Reform Commission (OLRC) in its 1982 Report on Class Actions. These objectives are not included in the Class Proceedings Act, 1992, (CPA), but courts have interpreted the Act consistent with these objectives. The Supreme Court of Canada (SCC) further defined class actions objectives in Dutton and Hollick.

Access to Justice
In Dutton, the SCC defined access to justice in economic terms: class actions make the prosecution of claims more economical by allowing litigation costs to be shared:

… by allowing fixed litigation costs to be divided over a large number of plaintiffs, class actions improve access to justice by making economical the prosecution of claims that would otherwise be too costly to prosecute individually. Without class actions, the doors of justice remain closed to some plaintiffs, however strong their legal claims. Sharing costs ensures that injuries are not left unremedied.

Others define access to justice in class actions more broadly. For example, class actions may allow claimants to overcome non-economic obstacles, including social or psychological characteristics.

Judicial Economy
In Dutton and Hollick, the SCC defined judicial economy as preserving resources for both courts and parties:

“[…] by aggregating similar individual actions, class actions serve judicial economy by avoiding unnecessary duplication in fact-finding and legal analysis. The efficiencies thus generated free judicial resources that can be directed at resolving other conflicts, and can also reduce the costs of litigation both for plaintiffs (who can share litigation costs) and for defendants (who need litigate the disputed issue only once, rather than numerous times).”

Delay in litigating class actions, and its associated costs, are a component of judicial economy.

Behaviour Modification
The SCC defined behaviour modification in economic terms:

Without class actions, those who cause widespread but individually minimal harm might not take into account the full costs of their conduct, because for any one plaintiff the expense of bringing suit would far exceed the likely recovery. Cost-sharing decreases the expense of pursuing legal recourse and accordingly deters potential defendants who might otherwise assume that minor wrongs would not result in litigation.
CONSULTATION ISSUES

Chapter Four

A. Background

Almost 30 years ago, the Attorney General’s Advisory Committee on Class Action Reform emphasised the importance of providing an ongoing assessment and review of class action practice and procedure
to know what sorts of substantive claims are advanced within a class proceeding, how numerous are the classes, what effect does certification (and each element of the test) have on advancement of claim, how long does a proceeding take, at what rate and point are cases settled and on what terms, whether a judicial attitude about the procedure has emerged, the role of the legal profession and contingency fees and so on. This type of information will allow a balanced review of the procedure and will form the basis of discussions around fine tuning the procedure or any possible need for more significant change.¹⁸

It is evident from the LCO’s Stage One interviews that this review is overdue. Commentators from across the spectrum of class actions stakeholders welcomed the opportunity to discuss class actions objectives, the costs and burdens of class actions litigation, procedural difficulties, and potential reforms.

In 1982, the Ontario Law Reform Commission (OLRC) highlighted the importance, when choosing a procedural model for class actions, of considering the extent to which the scheme will operate to ensure (1) that actions are actually commenced in situations where mass wrongs deserve redress, (2) that the interests of absent class members are protected, and (3) that class actions that should not be allowed to proceed are effectively weeded out.¹⁹

The three objectives of class proceedings – judicial economy, access to justice, and behaviour modification – originally prescribed by the OLRC were subsequently affirmed by the Supreme Court of Canada in 2001 in Hollick.²⁰

This project considers whether the three objectives are being met. The project further considers whether reforms are necessary to address systemic issues in Ontario’s class action system while ensuring that mass wrongs are effectively redressed, class members’ interests protected, and “unworthy” class cases are weeded out at the onset of the proceedings.

The LCO’s Stage One interviews revealed both strengths and weaknesses of the current system. These insights, coupled with practical and theoretical experience of the project’s principal researchers, have led the LCO to develop the consultation questions and research priorities set out in this chapter.

B. Consultation Priorities and Parameters

At the outset, it is important to note several parameters to the LCO’s approach and consultation questions:

- The LCO is aware there are many unresolved and important class actions issues. The LCO has made a conscious decision to prioritize and focus research and consultations on issues that appear to have a systemic impact on class action litigants, practice, and outcomes. The project also prioritized issues based upon the concerns identified in Stage One interviews, the principal researchers’ experience and judgement, and the LCO’s analysis of whether an issue was appropriately considered a “law reform” issue. This approach means that there are
several issues that are not discussed (or discussed in detail) in this paper. Individuals or organizations are free to comment upon any class action issue they believe is important, irrespective of whether it is included in this paper. Not surprisingly, some of the issues and questions in this paper overlap.

• The project (and this paper) is informed by existing empirical research where possible to do so. Unfortunately, researchers and policy-makers have comparatively little empirical research regarding key class actions issues such as the outcomes of class actions litigation in Ontario; the distribution of settlement funds to class members; and the length, cost or complexity of class actions matters in this province. 21 This issue is discussed in more detail below in Chapter Five.

• The LCO’s project is focused on the CPA and class actions practice in Ontario. Nevertheless, this paper considers examples and potential reforms from jurisdictions outside Ontario.

• Finally, the LCO’s project does not consider substantive amendments to other related legislation.

What follows below is the list of questions identified by the LCO so far. It goes without saying that many of the issues and questions identified in this chapter (and in Chapter Five) are related. The LCO asks, therefore, that readers consider these relationships and dependencies when addressing the questions.

Finally, readers should note that the order or sequence of the consultation questions is based roughly on the frequency that an issue was raised by respondents in our Stage One interviews.
CLASS ACTIONS IN QUEBEC

Class action litigation in Quebec falls within a unique context – Quebec is the only province in Canada with a civil law system. Despite this, there are similar debates in Ontario and Quebec regarding some aspects of class action litigation, though the practices and procedures in each province are different. It is prudent to briefly summarize a few examples here.

First to File
Since 1999, courts in Quebec have used a “first to file” rule to determine who has carriage where multiple parties have filed motions to pursue class actions representing the same class on the same issue.  

Certification
The Quebec Code of Civil Procedure requires “authorization” of a class action in order for the action to continue. Many commentators argue that Quebec’s certification threshold is “plaintiff-friendly.”

In Quebec, consideration of proportionality is important in determining whether to authorize a class action. Unlike Ontario, there is no requirement in Quebec that a class action be the preferred procedure. As a result, Quebec courts arguably have more discretion to authorize class actions.

Unlike Ontario, class action defendants in Quebec must seek leave to submit evidence and to cross examine at the authorization stage.

Costs
Quebec has a two-way cost regimes for class actions. Unlike Ontario, however, the quantum of costs is limited. This, provision arguably makes Quebec more “plaintiff-friendly.”

Requirement To Submit Reports
The Rules of Practice of the Superior Court of Quebec in civil matters require claims administrators to submit outcome reports to the court following the conclusion of a class action. These reports list the members who filed a claim, the amount paid to each member, the remaining unclaimed balance, and the amount withheld by the Fonds d’aide aux actions collectives.
C. Consultation Issues

1. Delay

The impact of delay on access to justice has been a primary concern of stakeholders and policy-makers in the Canadian justice system in recent years. The issue appears to have reached a "tipping point" in *R v. Jordan*, a 2016 decision of the Supreme Court of Canada. *Jordan* considered delay in the Canadian criminal justice system in light of the right "to be tried within a reasonable time" enshrined in s. 11(b) of the *Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms*. The court stated that "[t]imely justice is one of the hallmarks of a free and democratic society." *Jordan* established a new test in order to alleviate the "culture of delay" beyond which the delay would be considered unreasonable. *Jordan* has been a catalyst for an overhaul of courts' administration across the country.

Class actions are a major part of the administration of civil justice in Ontario. Class actions require tremendous judicial resources and have unique features that affect the ability of class litigants to have their cases prosecuted in a reasonable timeframe. Delays in class actions are systemic and can be attributed to:

- multiple pre-certification motions (to strike, to amend, particulars);
- scheduling challenges;
- significant discoveries (often burdensome and expensive e-discoveries);
- interlocutory appeals; and
- the inherent complexity and novelty of class actions claims.

The delays endemic in class action litigation in Ontario were mentioned frequently in Stage One interviews, as was the need for lawyers to respect the principle of proportionality.

For many lawyers, a crucial factor enhancing delays is certification, and the fact that certification is becoming increasingly more complex to litigate, with arguments often delving into the merits of the case. This incursion into the merits is problematic, as the Supreme Court of Canada stated in *Hollick*:

> the certification stage is decidedly not meant to be a test of the merits of the action […] Rather the certification stage focuses on the form of the action. The question at the certification stage is not whether the claim is likely to succeed, but whether the suit is appropriately prosecuted as a class action […]  

Notwithstanding consistent direction from Canadian courts, stakeholders from the class actions defence bar (or defendants themselves) interviewed in Stage One commented on a need to consider a merits test at certification. The LCO welcomes submissions on this issue during our consultations.

Delays in class actions can have important consequences beyond the timing of resolutions and effect on court resources. For example, delays in class actions can affect the settlement value of a case and ultimate monetary outcome. Delays can also directly affect the ability to effectively litigate a case through trial. Over time, class members may forget, disappear, move, or simply lose interest in indemnification. Evidence may deteriorate. Chief Justice Strathy summed up these issues in the case of *Osmun v Cadbury Adams Canada Inc*, where he concluded that

> public confidence in the administration of justice is not enhanced when class action litigation takes many years to resolve. The efficacy of access to justice and behaviour modification, in particular, is diluted by delay.  

Many Stage One interviewees stated that class actions put a huge strain on judicial resources. Interviewees also noted, however, that delays are inherent in class actions because proceedings are factually complex. Nevertheless, what would help, they say, is knowing which cases should be in the system at all. This concern was shared by the drafters of the 1982 OLRC Report, as mentioned above. Certification was acknowledged by many stakeholders as the most important stage in class actions, and the most significant in terms of delays and court resources.
Reasons for delays are many, and solutions are complex. Interviewees observed that judges in Ontario are increasingly trying to move toward more summary dispositions, consistent with *Hryniak*. The role of the judiciary in class actions is complicated. Judges themselves have often noted the difficulty in adjudicating class actions. For example, former Chief Justice of Ontario Warren Winkler noted that

*a fair and just system of justice requires a courtroom, a judge and a non-adjournment policy which in turn will produce settlements or timely adjudication, and be less costly to the litigants.*

Similarly, Justice Paul Perell has stated that

*a criticism of the modern class action is a criticism of the role of the judiciary in a modern class-action regime. But it is difficult to measure whether the judiciary is succeeding or failing in carrying out its tasks without an actual assessment of the merits of the claim and defense. The critique of class actions becomes a theoretical inquiry into whether judges have the skill set and the institutional tools to curb any propensity for evil in an otherwise good procedural tool for access to justice.*

For some practitioners, amending s. 2(3) of the CPA would reduce delay until certification, and improve access to justice as well as the other objectives of class actions. One interviewee told the LCO that implementing a six-month certification deadline, potentially extended with leave from the court, would

*encourage litigants to focus on the procedural nature of the motion, while creating an achievable schedule. This approach would import some discipline into the class actions regime, shortening delays, decreasing expenses and preserving access to justice.*

For other stakeholders, the solution lies in improved case management and imposition of one-year deadlines for the certification hearing.

---

**Consultation Question 1:**

*How can delay in class actions be reduced?*

- How may practices be changed to shorten delays?
- How might judges manage cases more efficiently?
- Should the statutory deadline for filing of a certification motion, or any other deadline applicable in class action practice, be changed?
- What changes in legislation could help cases proceed more efficiently?

---

**2. Settlement Distribution and Transparency of Outcomes**

Experience demonstrates that settlements are the most likely outcome of class litigation. Settlements are the result of negotiations between the parties. A proposed settlement agreement is then submitted to the court for approval. In our adversarial system, settlements are designed to result in a fair, efficient, and reasonable resolution for all class members. Nevertheless, it is widely acknowledged that class actions settlements are instruments of “rough justice” due to the inevitable compromises inherent in resolving individual issues in aggregate litigation. This reasoning stands, so long as class members receive benefits in the form of compensation.

Not surprisingly, settlement outcomes are a major issue in class action policy and law. Settlements have a major impact on all three class action objectives.

Unfortunately, we do not have a comprehensive record of class action settlements in Ontario. There are many unanswered questions for such an important issue. For example, how much are members obtaining through class action distributions? How many members of the initial class are being compensated? These are empirical questions that have not been answered.
completely to date. Based on research conducted by Professor Piché at the Class Actions Lab (Lab), it is interesting, however, to note that the record of class distributions in Québec cases is more successful than what many people had assumed. The Lab’s data reveal that 55% of class members on average are compensated. Unfortunately, there is no comparable analysis or statistics in Ontario. From what we know so far, take up rates in Ontario vary wildly, from less than 1% to 100%, according to studies conducted by Professor Kalajdzic in 2009 and 2014.

Class actions must provide substantive outcomes to the members, as was recognized by the Supreme Court of Canada in Fischer. Substantive outcomes, in turn, are directly related to questions regarding settlement distribution processes, transaction costs, and transparency/monitoring of settlements. The LCO considers each issue below.

In class actions, the process of distributing settlements is a fundamental issue for class members, counsel, the parties, courts, and public policy generally. Everyone has an interest in knowing how class funds are distributed and what sum or proportion of class funds are distributed. The answers to these questions inform debates about which modes of distribution are most successful, timely, and cost-efficient. As noted above, there is comparatively little empirical research to inform these questions.

The cost of settlement distribution (“transaction costs”) is another important issue. Costs associated with customising allocations are incurred as part of designing the distribution scheme and administering it. These costs may reduce the funds made available for class members or increase the legal costs and disbursements paid by the defendants. Further costs may be incurred to administer the distribution scheme.

The transparency of settlements is a third area of concern. Many interviewees asked whether class members were receiving their share of distributions. For many, lawyers appeared to be benefiting more than the members themselves. In the 2016 Endean case, Justice Wagner (now Chief Justice) wrote, in concurrent reasons in his and Justice Karakatsanis’s name, that “a process that is efficient and expeditious, but is ‘a mystery to those who participate in it […] is not a process that enhances access to justice’.”

The same can be said of class action outcomes. Those outcomes are not generally known in Ontario as there is no mandatory reporting or accounting of class action distribution outcomes. Experience suggests that judges do not consistently order or require reports or accounts of class action outcomes. As is discussed in Chapter Five below, information about class action outcomes is crucial to the credibility of class actions and whether they are meeting their objectives. By way of comparison, in Québec, class action distributions now have to be reported back to the court at the conclusion of every class action case, as a result of amendments to the Rules of the Superior Court of Quebec in Civil Matters. In the U.S., only exceptionally will judges require information about claims rates and disbursements, but the United States House of Representatives passed a bill in 2017 calling for class action lawyers to submit an accounting of payouts in every case to the Federal Judicial Center and the Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts.

Consultation Question 2:

Given that class actions must provide access to compensation to class members, how should distribution processes be improved?

- What are the best practices for distributing monetary awards to members?
- How can transaction or agency costs be reduced in distributions?
- Is transparency important in class actions? If so, how can reporting and monitoring be improved?
- Should judges require parties or claims administrator to file a public report summarizing the outcomes of the settlement distribution after its conclusion? What should the report contain?
- Should the CPA be amended to specify more detailed requirements regarding distribution practices, improved monitoring, or reporting?
3. Costs

The suitability of the two-way cost rule in a class actions has long been a topic of debate. The OLRC recommended against it in their pivotal 1982 report.46 Eight years later the Attorney General’s Advisory Committee came to the opposite conclusion, recommending that the conventional “costs follow the event” rule apply in class actions.47 The Government of Ontario subsequently adopted the Advisory Committee’s recommendation when it passed the CPA, stating that the objectives of the two-way costs rule to compensate successful parties and to deter frivolous litigation were equally important in class actions. Importantly, the provincial government sought to address concerns about the chilling effect of the two-way costs rule by also introducing the Class Proceedings Fund, which indemnifies successful applicants against adverse costs awards.48

Twenty-five years after the enactment of the CPA, the two-way costs rule is still controversial. Most provinces (including Ontario) have adopted the two-way costs rule. Three provinces (British Columbia, Manitoba and Newfoundland), and the Federal court all have no costs regimes for class proceedings. In these jurisdictions, a successful party may only be entitled to costs in exceptional circumstances (for example, when the court considers that there has been vexatious or abusive conduct on the part of the opposing party).49 It is important to note most provinces, including Ontario, allow for exceptions to the two-way costs rule in cases where there is a matter of public interest, a novel point of law or amounts to a test case – the so-called s. 31(1) factors in Ontario’s CPA.50 Saskatchewan has recently changed its class actions costs rule: The Saskatchewan Class Actions Act51 formerly provided for a no-costs rule, but was amended in 2015 to provide a judicial discretion to award costs.

The LCO was told that the application of the CPA’s s. 31(1) test has led to unpredictable and at times inconsistent results. Some interviewees advised the LCO that unsuccessful plaintiffs regularly face substantial costs orders, and the quantum of the orders has risen exponentially since the early days of class actions. A 2017 cost order serves as an extreme example: plaintiffs who lost a certification and jurisdiction motion were ordered to pay the defendants more than $2.3 million.52 In 2013, Justice Belobaba determined the average certification costs order in the previous six years, where costs requests exceeded $500,000, was roughly $490,000 against defendants, and $341,000 against plaintiffs.53

Stage one interviewees did not reach consensus on class action costs in Ontario. Some interviewees strongly believed that the two-way costs rule deters meritorious, smaller damages actions. Others were concerned that the rule leads to unpredictable costs awards. Some interviewees were concerned that third-party funding reduces the sum of money ultimately paid to the class. Still others worried that a no-costs rule would encourage plaintiff firms to litigate weak claims while creating incentives for well-resourced litigants to advance unnecessary interlocutory motions. Yet others stated that the increasing presence of third party funders renders the costs issue moot.

At a general level, the LCO is concerned about the impact of costs on access to justice in class actions. More specifically, the LCO is seeking submissions about the advantages and disadvantages of maintaining the current two-way costs regime in Ontario.

Consultation Question 3:

What changes, if any, should be made to the costs rule in the CPA?
- Should Ontario retain the two-way costs rule?
- Is the cost of indemnities against adverse costs a concern?
- Should the Class Proceedings Fund have the flexibility to alter its current 10% levy and/or to fund legal fees?
- Is third party funding a positive development in class action practice? Should it be more tightly regulated?
- Should the source and extent of funding be disclosed to courts?
4. Court Approval of Plaintiff Counsel Fees and Settlements

This section considers two related issues: court approval of plaintiff counsel fees and court approval of settlements. The answer to these issues can have significant consequences for achievement of the three class action objectives.

Plaintiff counsel fees in class actions are often controversial. A common complaint is that plaintiff counsel appear to earn millions while individual class members receive comparatively little. This situation often generates cynicism and public distrust of class actions and plaintiff counsel.

In this context, it is important to remember that the disparity between lawyers’ remuneration and individual class members’ recovery is an inevitable and structural feature of class action litigation: plaintiff lawyers are paid to represent a large group of people, each of whom contributes to their fees. Moreover, contingency fees are designed to ensure plaintiffs’ lawyers are remunerated appropriately for assuming the financial risk of taking on a big case that may be unsuccessful.

Public cynicism about plaintiff counsel fees can overshadow the fact that courts in Ontario (and throughout Canada) must approve fees. Courts are required to consider class members, compensation, counsel fees, the proper functioning of class actions generally, and access to justice. Plaintiff counsel fees are directly related to access to justice: If fees are set too low, counsel may not pursue claims in the future, a result that could decrease access to justice. On the other hand, if fees are set too high, plaintiff counsel will receive some of the benefit that should have gone to class members, which may decrease access to justice.

Incentives are thus extremely relevant to this discussion. Ontario courts have stated that fair and reasonable compensation must be “sufficient to provide a real economic incentive to lawyers to take on a class proceeding and to do it well.” Accordingly, counsel should be entitled to a fee that is “fair”, and might include a premium for the risk undertaken and the result achieved. The fees, however, “must not bring about a settlement that is in the interests of the lawyers, but not in the best interests of the class members as a whole.”

Approval of class action settlements is another important and related issue. At a class action settlement approval hearing, judges are presented with an agreement that all parties have agreed to, often after lengthy negotiations. Judges are then asked to approve this agreement largely without modifications, based on a series of criteria derived from the Dabbs case. Judges must then decide whether this agreement is in the best interests of all class members in a context where both parties agree on settlement, where absent class members’ interests are presumed, and where approval is, implicitly, strongly encouraged. Given this, for some Stage One interviewees, aspects of the legal test for settlement approval are problematic.

Courts also appear to be scrutinizing settlements more thoroughly, including fees for plaintiff counsel in relation to settlement approval. Courts appear to show increasing reluctance to approve settlements that do not appear to be fair to the class members. For instance, in Lavier v. MyTravel Canada Holidays Inc., the Ontario Court of Appeal rejected a plaintiff’s request for an additional fee premium given the relatively low take-up rate following settlement. In Waldman v. Thompson Reuters Canada Limited, Justice Perell refused to approve a settlement agreement reached in a copyright class action because the settlement did not benefit class members. However, Justice Perell’s decision was later quashed by the Ontario Court of Appeal.

Risk has been recognized by the courts as the most pressing consideration at fee approval. In this context, courts will consider proportionality to ensure that fees are not “clearly excessive” or “unduly high” with “little relation to the risk undertaken or the result achieved.”

The CPA expressly permits contingency fees in class actions. The courts in Ontario have also stated that contingency fees promote access to justice. Nevertheless, some Stage One interviewees believe that contingency fees bring the profession into disrepute. Particular concern was expressed regarding the Indian Residential School settlement and subsequent claims process.
Importantly, the CPA also allows plaintiff counsel to seek court approval to increase their fees by a multiplier after the class proceeding has been concluded successfully. In addition, legal fees may be sought to be approved as a part of a settlement agreement pertaining to the class action, granted they are fair and reasonable.

In relation to this, some Stage One interviewees suggested that presumptive percentages awarded as counsel fees, pursuant to an often subjective appreciation of “litigation risk”, were too high. In their view, such percentages do not correlate to class distributions.

Several suggestions were made to the LCO that counsel fee awards should be structured to improve take up rates.

Consultation Question 4:

Is the current process for settlement and fee approval appropriate?

- Is the legal test for settlement approval sufficient?
- Which factors should a court consider in awarding counsel fees?
- Should counsel fees should be proportional to or dependent upon class recoveries?
- Should fees be awarded on a sliding scale, that is, a reduced percentage of recovery as the size of recovery increases?
- What changes, if any, should be made to the process by which fees are awarded?
- Is there a role for an amicus curae at settlement and/or fee approval?

5. Certification

Certification is a key moment in the life of a class action. A judge determines whether to certify an action as a class proceeding, which permits the case to proceed on behalf of the class. In theory, failure to certify means the action may proceed as an individual action, but in practice it usually signifies the end of the litigation altogether. While certification reflects only that the case is procedurally conducive to class-wide adjudication, and not necessarily that the class will succeed on the merits, it is also true that a plaintiff gains considerable leverage in negotiating with the defendant once a court has certified the action. Experience suggests that the great majority of class actions settle after certification is granted.

For these reasons, it is not surprising that in Ontario, plaintiffs and defendants appear to invest significant resources in preparing for the certification motion. In Ontario, hundreds of certification decisions have been released, many of them publicly available. They show the jurisprudence has developed over the past twenty-five years, and the judicial approach to the certification test is largely settled.

The LCO asked participants in the Stage One consultations whether they thought it was important to revisit section 5 of the CPA. Most interviewees, including some defence lawyers, stated they did not believe that section 5 of the CPA should be amended. Several interviewees noted, however, that the section 5 test could be applied with greater clarity. Specifically, interviewees voiced the following concerns about litigating certification motions:

- there is too much evidence admitted at this stage;
- too frequently the proceedings stray into the merits;
- litigation plans need to be more detailed; and
- the deadline for service of certification material should be extended past the current 90-day rule in the CPA, but then actually enforced.

Some interviewees stated that a predominance requirement should be added to section 5, along with a higher standard of proof. Most, however, including some defence counsel, cautioned against radical reform of section 5. For example, one defence lawyer said it would be disruptive and create uncertainty in a long line of jurisprudence that included clear
pronouncements from the Supreme Court of Canada on the question of proof. That said, the project does not wish to foreclose discussion about changes to s. 5 of the CPA.

There are radically different approaches to certification in other jurisdictions. In Québec, the threshold for authorization is “relatively low”, with applicants having to provide evidence that they have an “arguable case” in light of the facts alleged and the applicable law. At this stage, “[a]lthough more than bare allegations are required, this threshold falls comfortably below the civil standard of proof on a balance of probabilities”. Courts in Québec must consider allegations contained in the authorization motion, as well as documentary evidence, affidavits or transcripts filed into the record. Defendants may seek leave to file useful and relevant evidence where the allegations are, for instance, incomplete, vague or constitute opinion. Leave will be granted only if relevant to either of the authorization criteria.

Québec’s evidentiary burden remains less demanding than in other parts of Canada. In Ontario, for example, plaintiffs have to demonstrate a sufficient factual basis for certification by way of expert reports and sophisticated evidence. By way of contrast, in Australia, an action is commenced as a class proceeding, without the need to certify, but with the possibility of a defendant applying to discontinue the action as a group proceeding on the bases that costs would be excessive relative to individual proceedings; it would be more efficient to proceed individually; or it is otherwise inappropriate that the claims be pursued by means of a representative proceeding.

The issue of how much evidence is required to satisfy the s. 5 test was a dominant theme in our Stage One consultations, and was intimately connected with concerns about access to justice, delay and expenses/costs. For this reason, the project welcomes submissions on this issue.

**Consultation Question 5:**

*Is the current approach to certification under s. 5 of the CPA appropriate?*

- What is the appropriate evidentiary standard at the certification motion?
- Should courts consider the merits of a proposed class action at certification?
- Should Ontario move in the direction of Québec by requiring only a limited evidentiary basis at the motion for certification?
- Should Ontario abandon the requirement for certification, or preliminary hearings altogether?

---

6. Behaviour Modification

Behaviour modification is one of the three main objectives of class proceedings. Since class actions make claims possible that would be uneconomical to pursue individually, the Supreme Court of Canada has held that “class actions serve a regulatory and public law function by encouraging compliance with the substantive law.” Courts assess certification criteria through the lens of behaviour modification as well as the other objectives. Behaviour modification is an “inevitable but valuable by-product of furthering access to justice,” and observers have suggested that behaviour modification is the sole justification for litigating some class actions.

Notwithstanding the importance of behaviour modification to class action theory, little is known about the extent to which defendants are either specifically or generally deterred from wrongdoing as a result of class actions. For this reason, Stage One interviewees were asked whether they believed this objective is being fulfilled. In response, interviewees offered some specific examples: in employee overtime cases, employers changed policies as a result of litigation; payday loans litigation contributed to legislative changes in the industry; and counsel reported that advice given to corporate clients will almost always include discussion about the risks of class action litigation.
Many responses to this question could be summarized as follows: while few interviewees could prove that class actions encourage behaviour modification, almost all interviewees interviewed believed it to be true.

In light of the importance of this objective to the class action regime, and its implications for aspects of class action practice (for example, as it justifies *cy près*, aggregate damages, and causation), the general consensus was that experiential or empirical evidence of the ways in which class actions deter wrongful behaviour would be useful.

Consultation Question 6:
Are class actions meeting the objective of behaviour modification? What factors (or kinds of cases) increase (or reduce) the likelihood of behaviour modification?

7. Perspectives of Class Members

Class action research typically focusses on critiques of the case law and judicial interpretations of the CPA. Where the actors in the system are studied, the focus is usually on the lawyers (for example, regarding compensation for risks, or incentives for collusion, etc.) and on the parties being sued. Rarely, if ever, are the perspectives of class members investigated.

Recent access to justice research in Ontario has focussed on ‘bottom-up’ analysis, a public-centered model that puts the residents of the province, and not lawyers, judges and policymakers, squarely at the centre of justice reform. According to Professor Trevor Farrow, “the importance of understanding the direct needs of those who use the system, as opposed primarily to those who provide it, is only now starting to be appreciated.”

In keeping with this wave of access to justice research, the LCO is committed to hearing from class members and representative plaintiffs. What is class members’ experience of class actions? What issues do class members believe to be the most important in any reform initiative? How did class members benefit from their class action experience, and what is class members’ perspective on how the system could be improved? The LCO will seek the input from current or former class members and representative plaintiffs.

Objecting class members – those who take steps to voice opposition to a proposed settlement or counsel fee, may have unique experiences with the justice system. By objecting to the settlement or fee, they are in a conflict with class counsel. They are often unrepresented. How does the class action regime facilitate, or hinder, objecting class members’ participation in the lawsuit?

Consultation Question 7:
Please describe class members’ and representative plaintiffs’ experience of class actions:
- How can class action processes be improved for class members and representative plaintiffs?
- Are there certain kinds of disputes or legal problems that class actions are not addressing?
- How can technology be used to keep class members better informed?
- Should the CPA include specific provisions regarding the rights of objecting class members to disclosure, representation and entitlement to costs?
8. National Coordination and Carriage

a) Multi-Jurisdictional Class Actions

Over the past few decades, it has become increasingly possible for individuals in Canada to be included in more than one class action for the same injury. The commencement of multiple, duplicative or overlapping national class actions has become frequent, and courts are increasingly being asked to resolve overlapping class proceedings filed in multiple jurisdictions. Significant constitutional issues have been raised about these practices, and opinions have been as divided as their solutions polarized. Importantly, occurrences of conflicting, parallel class actions may have significant consequences on the users of the system. For instance, plaintiffs may have inefficient, conflicting and inconsistent resolutions of their claims. Delays are noteworthy in these cases, as observed by stakeholders interviewed. Further, when the same class action is launched by different claimants of the same class in multiple jurisdictions, the overall fees are higher because of duplication of legal services; as a result, payout to the class is lower.

How can multijurisdictional class actions be better coordinated in Ontario courts? When two or more courts are seized of a similar or related class action claim, how can the matter be resolved equitably, in the absence of a deciding panel such as the U.S. Judicial Panel on Multidistrict Litigation? Canadian courts have, in practice, “sought counsel's advice on the status of related proceedings in an informal attempt to avoid multiplicity.” They also have resorted to a “deferential” approach, where the court in which a national class action is brought will not engage in a forum selection, but will instead generally “defer” to the superior court of another province in respect of the subclass of persons residing in that other province. In the face of increased confusion and inconsistency, law reform commissions have called for reform to permit effective coordination and management of multiple national class actions. In parallel, the Supreme Court of Canada has acknowledged it is not for the courts to find solutions to the problem of multi-jurisdictional class actions:

[T]he provincial legislatures should pay more attention to the framework for national class actions and the problems they present. More effective methods for managing jurisdictional disputes should be established in the spirit of mutual comity that is required between the courts of different provinces in the Canadian legal space. It is not this Court’s role to define the necessary solutions.

In 2005, the Uniform Law Commission of Canada released recommendations for legislative changes to provincial class proceedings statutes, followed in 2006 by a Supplementary Report by the Special Working Group on Multi-Jurisdictional Class Proceedings. That Report set out a harmonized scheme for tackling overlapping multi-jurisdictional class proceedings and provided the following:

(1) every plaintiff has notice of and standing to make submissions in every other competing proceeding;
(2) every certification motion can potentially function as a national carriage motion; and
(3) where competing national class proceedings are pending, the court’s certification/carriage decision is informed by both the established carriage motion factors as well as forum conveniens considerations.

The ULCC has further recommended that, where overlapping class actions are certified, courts hearing the action adopt the Guidelines Applicable to Court-to-Court Communications in Cross Border Cases. These Guidelines have now been adopted in practice directions in Ontario.

In recent years, there have been several statutory or judicial efforts to address, or at least improve, this situation.

Provinces have started to amend their class proceedings legislation to manage multi-jurisdictional class actions more effectively. Both Alberta and Saskatchewan have explicitly permitted multi-jurisdictional class actions to be certified in their jurisdictions, and provided for refusals of certification in favour of a multi-jurisdictional class action in another province. Before certifying a multi-jurisdictional class action in Alberta and Saskatchewan, courts must determine whether it would be preferable for some or all of the claims to be resolved in another jurisdiction. Non-residents who fall within the definition of the certified class will automatically become class members unless they take steps to opt out.
In 2011, the Canadian Bar Association released the Canadian Judicial Protocol for the Management of Multi-Jurisdictional Class Actions (Protocol) to facilitate the management of multijurisdictional class actions by making use of existing class proceedings legislation, Rules of Court and Rules of Civil Procedure in provincial jurisdictions. The Protocol created a Notification List allowing counsel in various actions to be given notice of developments in all the proposed national class actions, and also sought to facilitate the coordination of settlement approval hearings where a joint settlement is proposed for class actions. In late 2017, the CBA released a proposed revised Protocol.

In 2016, the Supreme Court of Canada in *Endean v. British Columbia* addressed whether judges can hear class action motions in a different province. The majority of the Court held that section 12 of the Ontario and British Columbia class proceedings statutes granted the judges of those provinces broad discretionary powers to manage the proceedings, including the power to sit outside their home province if necessary to ensure the fair and expeditious determination of the case. The Acts were interpreted broadly, in accordance with their purpose of enhancing access to justice.

In February 2018, the CBA membership passed a resolution at the organization’s annual general meeting approving a revised protocol that addresses settlement approvals and includes best practices for multi-jurisdictional actions where no settlement is proposed to encourage judges and lawyers to co-ordinate their efforts in the early stages.

### Consultation Question 8:

In light of existing constitutional restrictions, what is the most effective way for courts to case manage multi-jurisdictional class actions in Canada?

- Is the 2018 CBA Protocol sufficient to address multi-jurisdictional class actions?
- Is statutory guidance desirable, or should this issue be left to the courts?
- Should legislative amendments like those in the Saskatchewan and Alberta statutes be considered?

### Consultation Question 9:

How should Ontario courts address the issue of carriage in class actions?

- Should a modified “first to file” rule be considered in Ontario?
- Should the CPA be amended to provide guidance on carriage issues? If so, what reforms would you recommend?

### b) Carriage Within Ontario

In class proceedings, carriage hearings occur when multiple lawyers seek to be recognized as official counsel for a large group of absent, non-participating class members. The LCO is not aware of an empirical analysis of the number or impact of carriage motions in Ontario. Nevertheless, experience suggests that carriage motions often create delays and inefficiency in the judicial system. The current CPA does not address carriage motions, leaving courts to fashion legal tests to determine lead counsel. Many Stage One interviewees suggested that the judicial interpretation of this test is unpredictable, the procedure is inefficient and time-consuming, and the resulting delay can prejudice the class. Some have suggested that Quebec’s “first to file” rule might be more appropriate in this context.
INTERNATIONAL CLASS ACTIONS REFORM

Australia
Australia has had a federal class action legislation since 1992.\textsuperscript{97} Australia does not allow class counsel to charge contingency fees, but does allow the use of third party litigation funders.\textsuperscript{98}

The Victoria Law Reform Commission (the “VLRC”) is currently reviewing class actions litigation funding issues, the Australian ban on contingency fees, and increasing oversight of litigation funders these aspects of class action procedure.\textsuperscript{99} The VLRC is expected to issue its report later this year.

USA
The US Congress passed the \textit{Class Action Fairness Act of 2005 (CAFA)}.\textsuperscript{100} The stated intention of this legislation was to protect the interests of “class members [who] often receive little or no benefit from class actions, and are sometimes harmed.” \textsuperscript{101}

The CAFA prohibited class counsel in coupon cases from calculating fees based on the gross amount of coupons awarded; instead, the fees must be calculated based on the number of coupons redeemed. The legislation was designed to incentivize class counsel to increase the “take-up rates” in these cases.

The US Congress is currently considering US Bill 2017 H.R. 985 – \textit{Fairness in Class Actions}.\textsuperscript{102} This bill calls for class counsel to submit an accounting of class action payouts to the Federal Judicial Centre and the Administrative Office of the US Courts. The legislation would require the Federal Judicial Centre to complete annual reports claim rates, total payments to class members, average and median recoveries, and payments to class counsel.

England
England does not have a formal, legislated class action procedure. The \textit{1996 Wolff Report} recommended a discretionary system of multi-party litigation, or group actions, rather than class actions.\textsuperscript{103} The report was concerned about the perceived excesses of American class action litigation. UK legislators subsequently created the Group Litigation Order to administer group actions in England and Wales. In this process, each member of a class or group is a named party. They must register with the court and individually plead their claim, while being severally liable for costs.\textsuperscript{104}
9. Leave to Appeal

A strong majority of those interviewed in Stage One agreed the current CPA appeal provisions should be reviewed. Pursuant to s. 30(1), a party may appeal refusal of a certification motion to the Divisional Court. Under s. 30(2), however, a party seeking to appeal a successful certification motion must obtain leave of the Divisional Court.

Interviewees estimated the leave requirement adds almost a year to the length of proceedings. Preliminary evidence from Québec suggests that appeals potentially double the length of class action proceedings.105 As in other areas of class action research, the percentage of cases where leave is sought is unknown. Nor is there empirical research regarding the frequency of leave being granted or denied; how often refusal to certify is appealed; or the rate of success on appeal.

In the interim, the LCO has been informed by many interviewees that the asymmetrical process for appeal is unfair and illogical. Others questioned whether review by the Divisional Court was needed at all, and suggested that all appeals should go straight to the Court of Appeal, where most Divisional Court decisions are reviewed anyway. The LCO invites input about removing the leave requirement under CPA s. 30(2) and whether the appeal route related to any certification decision should proceed directly to the Court of Appeal.

Consultation Question 10:

What is the appropriate process for appealing class action certification decisions?

- Should appeals from successful certification decisions be taken directly to the Divisional Court, without the need to obtain leave?
- Should all appeals from certification decisions proceed directly to the Court of Appeal? Is the leave to appeal test appropriate?

10. Pre-Trial and Trial Issues

Although the majority of certified class actions ultimately settle, several dozen cases have gone to trial in Ontario in the past twenty-five years.106 Lawyers taking class actions to trial face challenges in adapting civil procedure and rules of practice designed for individual litigation to the class action context. For example, discovery principles must accommodate the role of the representative plaintiff and the nature of the trial as limited to defined common issues. The evidence adduced at trial regarding the representative plaintiff must be extrapolated to the entire class. The provision in the CPA that permits statistical evidence has yet to be tested at trial.107

Although issues surrounding pre-trial litigation and trials did not arise frequently in Stage One consultations, it is important to note that class actions do not inevitably settle. As more cases proceed through discovery, interlocutory motions and ultimately trial, the project invites public input about problems associated with class action litigation, as well as proposed best practices or legislative amendments.

Consultation Question 11:

What best practices would lead a case more efficiently through discoveries, to trial and ultimately to judgment? Are there unique challenges in trials of common issues that the CPA and/or judges could address? What can judges do to facilitate quicker resolutions and shorter delays?
11. Other Issues?

The CPA is more than 25 years old. Since that time, courts have considered several issues that were not contemplated by the CPA’s drafters. The LCO has prioritized its consultation and research agenda to the topics set out in this paper, with a focus on whether the three objectives of class actions are being achieved.

That said, it is possible that this paper does not address an issue or matter that may be important in class actions. As a result, the LCO invites comments and submissions on issues that are not included in this paper.

Consultation Question 12:

In addition to the issues listed in this paper, are there provisions in the CPA that need updating to more accurately reflect current jurisprudence and practice? If so, what are your specific recommendations?
Chapter Five

THE EMPIRICAL DATABASE PROJECT

A. Why is Empirical Research Important?

Policy-makers and stakeholders from across Canada’s justice system agree upon the need for empirical data, including class actions data. The Canadian Bar Association has emphasized:

[Data] serve a range of purposes, from informing the public about the justice system and grounding the day to day decision making of justice system participants, to supporting policy making processes and change processes. Metrics enhance people's choices, enable comparisons and learning, increase transparency and create incentives for improving access to justice.108

The LCO agrees that empirical data is an important priority and further agrees with the CBA that data and metrics are ultimately a government responsibility. The approach, framework and data collection methods, however, must be developed collaboratively with the commitment of key stakeholders, including the public.109

B. The Empirical Record of Class Actions in Canada

Professor Catherine Piché has written:

There is a dearth of data on judicial activity in Canada in all sectors of litigation, including class actions. In fact, apart from the limited and rather informal data gathered by the provinces’ superior court class action judges, the court registries, bar association registers, and informal (often more impressionistic) numbers circulating within the class action bar and among judges, no one can reliably draw any conclusions as to class action activity in Canada. Consequently, we do not know if our class action system is truly effective, fair and efficient. We are therefore unable to determine how the law should move forward, evolve and be reformed. Often, law reforms are based on inaccurate data. The absence of a documented monitoring system of implemented reforms makes for an imprecise, opaque civil justice system. The class actions sector is no exception.110

As the CBA points out, many organizations collect justice data, but their approach, interests, audiences, and methods often differ.111 This general observation is equally true in class actions. Over the years, there have been many efforts to collect and publicize data on class actions issues. Notable examples of empirical studies in Ontario and Canada include:

- An analysis of the incidence of trials in class actions112
- An analysis of take up rates113
- An examination of class counsel fees114
- Class actions “activity” reports prepared law firms115
- Reports on specific areas of law, including securities class actions116
- Class actions reports prepared by trade associations117
- Reports prepared by class actions funders,118 and
- Academic studies.119

These reports are helpful, and the individuals, firms and organizations supporting this work should be commended. Unfortunately, these efforts are not enough as, despite 25 years of class action proceedings, policy-makers still have very little empirical research regarding issues such as: the outcomes of class actions litigation in Ontario; the distribution of settlement funds to class members; and length, cost or complexity of class actions matters in this province.120
This table sets out a preliminary estimate of the number of class actions filed in Ontario per year since the enactment of the *Class Proceedings Act*. The LCO estimates there have been more than 1,450 class actions matters filed during this period. The LCO’s estimate is based on data received from the Ontario Ministry of the Attorney General, searches of published decisions on Quicklaw and CanLII, and LCO’s efforts to eliminate duplicate records, etc. Note that due to the constraints of our data sources, the LCO has likely underestimated the numbers of cases filed prior to 2005. The LCO will update this data as the project proceeds.

Preliminary Estimate:
Number of class action cases filed in Ontario from 1993–2018

![Chart showing number of class action cases filed in Ontario from 1993 to 2018.](chart_image)
C. Collecting Class Action Data

Why can't policy-makers collect more empirical data about class actions?

At a general level, the answer is that civil court information systems are limited and cannot provide the information necessary for contemporary public policy analysis. These issues present significant challenges for evidence-based or empirical research for all civil matters, including class actions.

At a specific level, the answer is that some of the features of class action proceedings arguably make data difficult to collect and/or analyze. This difficulty begins with the simple matter of categorization: the Class Proceedings Act is a procedural statute. Class actions are not a type of case per se. This means that for data collection purposes, the class action “identifier” used in court file numbers may not be consistently applied to every class action proceeding. As a result, it may be difficult to even count the number of class actions matters in Ontario. The LCO’s experience compiling empirical information for this project, including the historic class action data set out in previous pages, confirms these difficulties. Moreover, even if class actions matters are properly identified, at present it is difficult for current court information systems to identify (and therefore count) significant class actions events such as certification motions, details of approved settlements, etc. In addition, in Ontario, there is no systematic reporting of class action data, and no electronic docket system to make comprehensive court files easily available to the public.

The combination of these factors means that even the most basic class action data in Ontario is sparse.

The lack of empirical data has important consequences for thoughtful discussions (and law reform) about class actions. The lack of empirical data means that policy-makers and stakeholders discussing class action issues very often rely on anecdotes or personal experience rather than empirical data. Personal experience, while obviously important, is not a substitute for data. This is particularly true in class actions, well-informed commentators often come to different conclusions.

The lack of empirical data about class actions may also distort or undermine policy debates about class actions, including but not limited to crucial questions about class actions implementation. Absent data, how can policy-makers assess whether class actions are fulfilling their compensatory objectives? Or whether class actions are successful in distributing funds to class members? Absent empirical analysis, how commentators evaluate or judge class actions transaction costs relative to class actions “outcomes?” The answers to these questions go to the heart of the three class actions objectives and other important policy questions.

As Professor Piché notes,

“Generalizations are easily made, but true empirical data, evidence and statistics about the outcomes and/or effects of the class action are scarce and unavailable.”

This is not to say that class action data or information does not exist. On the contrary, it often does exist but is in hands of court administrators, counsel, claims administrators, or is otherwise effectively “buried” in paper-based court files, etc. The difficulty is that this information – when it does exist – is often not available publicly, consistently, or economically.

Ontario is by no means unique in its lack of class action data. The LCO’s informal survey of several Canadian jurisdictions reveals similar challenges in British Columbia, Alberta, and Saskatchewan. (The situation in Québec is unique and will be discussed below.) Not surprisingly, there appears to be more empirical research about class actions in the United States. There too, however, important information gaps persist. By way of contrast, the Australian Federal Court makes basic class actions statistics and court documents publicly available.

D. Quebec

Access to court documents for class action cases is fairly limited across the country. One exception to this is Quebec, where the Quebec class action registry provides access to court documents. Statistical data is also available through the Fonds d’aide aux actions collectives.
Otherwise, the Canadian Bar Association’s National Class Action Database makes court documents for some cases available. Class action firms’ websites may also publish some documents.

E. University of Montreal Class Action Lab Study

The University of Montreal’s Faculty of Law Class Actions Lab (Lab) is currently undertaking the most extensive empirical research into class actions in Canada. The Lab’s project is being undertaken in partnership with lawyers, the Québec Bar Association, the Québec Superior Court and Superior Court judges, the Fonds d’aide aux actions collectives, Educaloi, Soquij and Options Consommateurs, and the LCO, among others.

The first phase of the Lab’s project involved analyzing class action files introduced in Québec between 1996 and 2017. The project included a compilation and comparison of participation and take-up rates in various class action files, as well as per-plaintiff recovery amounts, among other things. The Lab’s project also seeks to shed light on distribution practices, as well as the overall costs of the class action system.

The project’s preliminary findings include several important conclusions, at least with respect to class actions in Québec:

• Generally speaking, take-up rates were “much more impressive than those that had been found before and suggested by the overall literature and media.”

• The “most important conclusion… is that while take-up rates vary tremendously between the case files studied, class actions do compensate Quebec citizens.”

• High take-up rates “are reached when a series of favorable factors in the action are found to be present. In the majority of the files for which take-up rates exceeded 75%, class members tended to already be identified or to be readily identifiable… compensation is improved in instances where class members are simple to trace and reach, which is mainly the case in the consumer protection cases. Otherwise, higher take-up rates will generally be reached when the parties have made significant efforts to trace and notify class members.”

• “Our review of the physical files and the correspondence available within them allowed us to realize that the judge’s close involvement in the process decisively and positively influences the success of the class action by enhancing distributions.”

• “I was surprised to find too few cases in which a final, clear and straightforward accounting report was filed, or where a final judgement was rendered disclosing and approving distributions.”

This project demonstrates both the potential and limitations of class actions empirical research.

Lab researchers report that in the 20 years prior to Québec’s 2016 legislative changes requiring disclosure, there was a general lack of transparency regarding class actions outcomes in court dockets and files in Québec. They also discovered considerable inconsistency in court materials, inconsistencies and generic coding, and

…largely generic and imprecise reports and accountings that did not provide distribution numbers, the progress made in distributions, and/or the details of the claims recovery process. Reports of class distributions were often incomplete, obscure or simply absent from the case file. Additional confusion stemmed from the absence of certainty within the file regarding the scope of the class size. In fact, the confidential nature of the data was on occasion dictated within the settlement agreement, upon agreement between settling counsel and/or as provided in confidentiality agreements.

In terms of more definite results, the Lab has found, among other things, that a large majority of class actions settle and that settlement occurs largely before authorization. It also has found that the majority of class action cases are consumer ones, followed by state, product liability and contractual responsibility cases. In terms of delays, it has found that on average,
two and half years are required to obtain authorization, and more than eight to see a case conclusion judgment versus five years to see a settlement approved judicially. The Lab has found that 58.08% of the members are compensated, on average (average take-up rate), and that the majority of cases allow for total distributions between $100,000 and $10 million. As for costs, the most important conclusion was that a little less than one third of total distributions is awarded to class counsel, and only 6% to claims administrators.

The Lab experience may provide important lessons regarding best practices and rules regarding class actions data in Ontario.

F. The LCO Class Action Empirical Project

An important part of the LCO class actions project is the development of a class actions database. The LCO database is an attempt to fill the “data vacuum” about class actions matters in Ontario. As a result, the LCO believes the database is a crucial part of the larger class actions project.140

In a best-case scenario, a comprehensive class actions database would include both current and historic data about class actions respecting:

- Court Information
- Parties/Counsel
- Competing class actions, carriage issues and/or national class actions
- Information about the timing (milestones) of major events in the litigation
- Description of the claim
- Description of the class
- Information about certification
- Information about the case outcome
- Appeals
- Information about the case outcome/settlement/trial
- Information about the distribution, and
- Information about costs and counsel fees.

The LCO does not expect its database will present a complete and comprehensive empirical record of all class actions in Ontario. The LCO’s challenge, as noted above, is that many categories of information (case outcomes, settlement details, and distribution, etc.) are not consistently collected or recorded in Ontario’s public court record, reported decisions, or elsewhere. As a result, the LCO will employ best efforts to compile empirical information from a combination of electronic court records, court files, legal databases, and other publicly-available information. The project will also seek the cooperation of counsel, firms, courts, or others to assist in collecting this information.

The LCO expects the database will assist the project’s analysis of access to justice and judicial economy issues. It is not expected the database will address issues respecting deterrence or behaviour modification.

More information about the LCO class actions database project will be made available during the project.

G. Questions for Discussion

The LCO believes class actions policy-makers, practitioners, and stakeholders must redouble their efforts to collect and analyze empirical data about class actions. As the saying goes, good policy requires good data. To this end, the LCO is seeking public comment on initiatives that would fill the “data vacuum” in class actions proceedings.

The LCO does not believe that improved data collection or distribution necessarily depends on the development of new court information systems. Nor should policy-makers (or the public) wait if there are practical, constructive steps that could
be taken in the meantime. For example, the LCO has been advised by counsel and claims administrators that settlement distributions can be significantly enhanced through the use of technology. The use of technology has the collateral benefit of improving data collection.

Not surprisingly, the LCO’s preliminary consultations suggest there is a wide and deep consensus amongst all stakeholders on the need for improved data collection in this area.

In order to be effective, experience suggests that a new data collection regime should be mandatory, comprehensive, easy to administer, neutral, and transparent. Experience also suggests that a new data collection system should create incentives for participants to share data. Finally, a new data collection regime must also be consistent with ethical rules, privacy legislation, and other appropriate restrictions on data collection and distribution.

It is worth noting that many governments, including the Government of Ontario, are taking steps to address data challenges in the civil justice system. Governments are also taking significant steps to promote “open data,” citizen’s engagement and evidence-based public policy decision-making. Ontario’s “Open Data Directive” and “data catalogue” are important initiatives in this regard.

Ontario’s Class Proceedings Act is 25 years old. The LCO believes it is time to ask if, or how, the Act should be amended to promote better data collection, evidence-based policy-making, transparency, and “open data.”

Consultation Question 13:

Should the Class Proceedings Act or Rules of Civil Procedure be amended to promote mandatory, consistent reporting on class action proceedings and data?

• What information should be collected?
• How can barriers or disincentives to better data collection be reduced?
• How can technology be used to facilitate greater data collection and reporting?
The LCO believes that successful law reform depends on broad and accessible consultations with individuals, communities, and organizations across Ontario.

The Consultation Questions set out in this paper are a guide to the class action issues that have been identified by the LCO so far. The LCO welcomes public comments on these or any other class action issues.

The release of the Consultation Paper launches an intensive four-month period of public consultations. During this period, the LCO will organize consultations with members of the public, lawyers and legal organizations, public and private organizations, academics, governments, and others who have an interest in class actions. Our consultations are likely to include meetings, conference calls, webinars, focus groups, and roundtables. Important project documents will be distributed in English and French.

There are many ways to get involved. Ontarians can:

- Learn about the project and sign up for project updates on our project website;
- Contact us to ask about the project or project consultations; or,
- Provide written submissions or comments.

The consultation deadline is May 11, 2018.

The LCO can be contacted at:

Law Commission of Ontario
Osgoode Hall Law School
York University
2032 Ignat Kanef Building
4700 Keele Street Toronto
ON M3J 1P3

Telephone: 416-650-8406
Toll free: 1-866-950-8406
Email: lawcommission@lco-cdo.org
Web page: www.lco-cdo.org
Twitter @LCO_CDO
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Overview
The Law Commission of Ontario (LCO), with the support and collaboration of the Faculty of Law, University of Windsor and la Faculté de droit de l’Université de Montréal, is leading an independent study of class actions in Ontario.

The purpose of the project is to research whether class actions are fulfilling their three-part promise to improve access to justice, foster judicial efficiency, and promote behaviour modification.

The project will be based on extensive research and public consultations. The project will conclude with the preparation and distribution of a public report. The report will include analysis and recommendations for reform, where appropriate.

The project will be independent, consultative, balanced, practically oriented, and guided by public interest values.

Project Team
The project is being led by the LCO with the assistance of two principal researchers:

• Professor Jasminka Kalajdzic, Faculty of Law, University of Windsor, and
• Professor Catherine Piché, Faculty of Law, Université de Montréal.

The LCO is the secretariat and administrator for the project. Nye Thomas, Executive Director of the LCO, is the project director.

Reference Group
The project team is organizing an expert Reference Group to assist the project’s work. Collectively, the Group will have expertise in the law and practice of class actions, Ontario’s justice system, research and consultations, access to justice, and law reform. Group members will be highly-regarded within the legal profession and the community at large.

Project Objectives and Assumptions
The project’s objective is to research the experience with class actions in Ontario and to conduct an independent, balanced and practical analysis of class actions from the perspective of their three objectives: access to justice, judicial economy, and deterrence.

The project acknowledges its scope is potentially broad, with many complex and controversial issues. Time and resources for the project will be limited. As a result, the project will prioritize and organize its work to focus on systemic issues that affect class actions generally. The project will consider whether Ontario’s existing Class Proceedings Act needs to be amended to govern contemporary class action proceedings. The project will also strive to establish an independent, evidence-based record of class actions in Ontario.
Consultations and Public Outreach
Consultations with the bar, legal organizations, governments, public and private organizations and others who have an interest in class actions are a high priority for the project. The project will distribute a consultation paper to seek public comments on class action issues. The project will also organize in-person meetings/consultations with key individuals, organizations, and stakeholders. Important project materials will be distributed in English and French, and a webpage will be developed for public outreach, information and consultations.

Relationship to Other Class Action Research and Initiatives
Many organizations and individuals have undertaken significant work regarding class actions in Ontario and elsewhere. The project does not want to replicate those initiatives. As a result, the project will work cooperatively with researchers, stakeholders and other organizations to build on current research/policy initiatives and to ensure limited resources are used most effectively.

Funding and Support
Funding for this project is being provided by the LCO. The project is also supported by the Faculty of Law, University of Windsor and Faculty of Law at the Université de Montréal. The project will collaborate with other supporters if it is appropriate to do so. Project funds will be administered by the LCO.
Appendix B

STAGE ONE INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

General Questions

1. Access to justice is one of three objectives in the class action regime. Is this objective being fulfilled?

2. Most class actions take several years to reach resolution. What accounts for the delay? What change in legislation or practice would make class actions more efficient or improve judicial economy?

3. What is the evidence that class actions have deterred wrongdoing? Are you seeing indicia of behaviour modification resulting from class proceedings in Ontario (among your clients or elsewhere)? What are these indicia?

Specific Questions

4. What, if anything, should be changed in the s. 5 CPA certification test?

5. Currently, defendants must obtain leave to appeal a certification order. Should this appeal route be amended and if so, how and why?

6. Should the two-way costs rule be altered?

7. Is the current test for approval of counsel fees adequate?

8. Is the current test for approval of litigation funding arrangements adequate?

9. Should the governing rules or practices of the Class Proceedings Fund be reformed? If so, how?

10. Do you find that the interests of absent members are being well protected during class settlement approvals? If not, how could those be better protected?

11. What do you think of settlement distribution schemes and management in Ontario class actions?

12. How accessible and clear do you find class notices to be for the class members?

13. Is the use of cy près distribution of settlements a positive development for access to justice and/or behaviour modification? Should a cy près award affect counsel fees?

14. Is the current judicial coordination of multi-jurisdictional (“national”) class actions adequate? If not, do you have suggestions for improvement?

Priorities

15. Of all of the above, how would you prioritize the issues meriting attention and reform? Please list your top three areas of concern.

Further Advice and Names to Contact

16. Do you have any further advice for us as we begin this project? Who do you recommend we talk to during the course of the project?
Appendix C

TYPES OF CLASS ACTIONS

A. Introduction

The Class Proceedings Act, 1992 (CPA) was enacted to provide courts with an efficient and streamlined means of dealing with complex litigation affecting the interests of potentially great numbers of people. In other words, the legislation did not generate new types of actions but rather a new procedural mechanism for litigating existing types of claims.

Each type of class action must be based on statutory or common law causes of action such as torts (negligence, breach of a fiduciary duty, nuisance) or breach of contract. Newer to litigation as a class action is the Privacy Class Action, following a change in the common law. Surprisingly, however, there are relatively few environmental class actions despite the early expectations of the Ontario Law Reform Commission that environmental class actions were “an obvious means of achieving redress for harm occasioned by pollution.”

B. Competition Act (including Price Fixing and Anti-Trust)

In the early years following the enactment of the CPA, there had been only limited opportunity to develop the jurisprudence of competition class actions. By 2003, in Chadha v. Bayer Inc., the Ontario Court of Appeal pondered the utility of employing the federal Competition Act to ground class actions. Since then, several antitrust class actions have been certified for the purposes of settlement. A private right of action is conferred on victims of anti-competitive conduct by subsection 36 (1) of the Competition Act. Whether class actions will be effective in enforcing competition legislation, however, depends on the plaintiff’s ability to establish an offence has been committed under the statute and that loss or damage has been suffered as a result. Where a plaintiff does establish there has been a prior conviction, class proceedings are more likely to be initiated and often settled. This is due to the operation of subsection 36 (2) of the Competition Act, which provides a rebuttable presumption that where a person is convicted of an offence under Part VI of the Act (“Offences in Relation to Competition”), evidence in those proceedings concerning the acts or omissions on the person initiating the action is evidence in the action.

C. Consumer Protection (including Consumer Contracts, Financial Services)

In the 2001 decision of Western Canadian Shopping Centres v. Dutton, the Supreme Court of Canada recognized the importance of class actions to address issues in the consumer sector. Three years later, the Court demonstrated the utility of using a class action for consumers in its decision in Garland v. Consumers’ Gas Co. In that decision, the respondent gas company was ordered to repay late payment penalties that exceeded the interest limit prescribed by the Criminal Code. Class actions also have been pleaded in several Consumer Protection Act, 2002 cases. In an action that was certified, prepaid payment cards issued by the defendant and subject to a variety of fees, were alleged to constitute “unfair practice” under the Consumer Protection Act. Similarly, a claim for unjust enrichment based on parking fees that allegedly constituted a violation of the Consumer Protection Act, was certified.

Other class actions initiated for consumer protection purposes are diverse in scope and have included: students initiating class actions against their schools; charities taking issue with municipal bingo license and administration fees; disputes over fees associated with refurbishment of time share units, expenditures from street reconstruction, the quantum of penalties for early prepayment of residential mortgages, and an application for an accounting of oil well operations.
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D. Crown Liability (including Breach of Duty, Institutional Harm and Charter Infringements)

It is hardly surprising that the Crown has been a frequent defendant in class actions. Given the state’s presence in the economic and social life in this country, together with the state’s deep pockets, litigation against the Crown is to be expected.”

Many allegations of breached duties of care by the Crown arise in Aboriginal law cases. In Brown v. Canada (Attorney General) the Court found Canada liable in law for breaching a common law duty of care to class members – formerly on-reserve Indian children placed with non-aboriginal families, who then suffered the loss of their aboriginal identity. In Cloud v. Canada AG, members of various First Nations proposed an action on behalf of former students of a residential school, that was certified by the Ontario Court of Appeal. Canada (Attorney General) v. Fontaine was an appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada from a judgment, affirmed by the Ontario Court of Appeal, that held records from a consolidated class action related to Indian Residential Schools should be destroyed following a 15-year retention. The Crown's appeal was dismissed.

Other actions alleging breaches of Crown duties have included: several cases of long term institutionalization; two proposed actions related to inmates; an action alleging provincial officials prematurely declared a SARS outbreak was under control; cases of denying benefits; failure to protect Ontarians from fraud by retailers of lottery tickets; an action seeking redress for payments of a head tax; suits where the Crown is alleged to be negligent as an industry regulator following a case of mad cow disease and an alleged diminished market for the sale of legal tobacco.

E. Employment and Pensions-Related Class Actions

There are three primary types of class actions brought by employees against their employers: cases for breach of contractual or statutory employment standards, mass terminations, and changes to pension and retirement benefits.

Breaches of employment standards prescribed by the Employment Standards Act (ESA) and Canada Labour Code (CLC) are commonly pleaded as allegations of failure to pay statutory wages, including overtime pay – a concept related to “misclassification” of employees that results in non-payment of overtime. Statutory requirements also play a significant role in mass termination or wrongful dismissal cases.

Claims in relation to pensions and post-retirement benefits involve large sums of money and are particularly well suited for resolution by class actions given common questions involving terms of a contract or pension agreement. Further, class members are easily identified and have straightforward individual issues. Corporations, plan administrators, and governments are some notable targets of pension-related class actions.

F. Environmental Class Actions (including Nuisance)

The Supreme Court of Canada attributed recognition of environmental wrongs as a reason class actions have grown in the first decision of its 2001 Trilogy. In the second decision of the Trilogy, Hollick v. Toronto (City), however, the top court dismissed an appeal to certify a proposed environmental class action. Although the Court found there was a rational connection between the class and asserted common issues, it held that some areas were likely more seriously affected than others. In addition, Ontario’s environmental legislation was seen as “going some way toward addressing legitimate concerns about behaviour modification”. The Court took care to state the disposition in Hollick did not mean the requirements for certifying environmental class actions could never be met.

Following a full trial on the common issues, the trial judge in Smith v. Inco Limited [formerly, Pearson v. Inco Limited], found the respondent liable for historical nickel contamination from its refinery, and awarded $36 million for property damage to residents of Port Colborne. In 2011, the trial decision was reversed by the Ontario Court of Appeal which held the trial judge
had erred in finding the respondent liable in private nuisance and strict liability.

As indicated above, in 1982 the Ontario Law Reform Commission reported that environmental class actions were “an obvious means of achieving redress for harm occasioned by pollution.”193 In practice, however, this has been demonstrated to be less obvious.

**G. Franchise Class Actions**

The Arthur Wishart Act (Franchise Disclosure) of 2000194 is a statute governing franchise agreements and the operation of businesses under such agreements.195 Characterized by the Court of Appeal as “sui generis,” the Act’s purpose is to redress the power imbalance between franchisors and franchisees by providing a remedy for abuses arising from this imbalance.196

The intersection of the CPA and the Arthur Wishart Act has been described by the Superior Court in *Fairview Donut Inc. v. TDL Group Corp.* as providing “fertile ground for the growth of franchise class actions”;197 In *Trillium Motor World Ltd. v. General Motors of Canada Ltd.*,198 the Court stated the franchise relationship typically involved the existence of franchisees that operated under a standard contract, as well as a common “system” and common treatment of franchisees by the franchisor – all of which could result common issues of fact or law capable of being resolved on a class-wide basis.199 In other words, the proceeding was seen as especially apt as a class action.200

Although some aspects of franchise suits may advance the goals of both the CPA and Arthur Wishart Act,201 the Superior Court of Justice has cautioned that not every franchise case will be suitable to certify.202 This is because individual issues may still remain after the common issues have been determined.203

**H. Insurance Class Actions**

The high cost of defending certification motions, and supporting settlements through payments for notice campaigns and claims administration costs, have enabled insurers to assess the costs of defending trials, including indemnity payments that may be required by the decisions.204 The broad range of causes of action pleaded in class actions has important implications for insurance coverage as claims are made in relation to directors’ and officers’ liability, adverse effects to the environment, and commercial general liability.205

Claims have been brought against insurers directly, with mixed results, for example involving allegations of: insurers’ practices regarding car parts and the quality of parts supplied,206 failing to pay full cash value of policies,207 selling “vanishing premium” life insurance policies where representations are made that premiums will reach a point after which no further premiums will have to be paid,208 breaches of standard mortgage contracts,209 and negligent misrepresentations concerning return on investments,210 to name a few.

Securities class actions, in particular, pose a significant risk exposure to liability for directors and officers, causing them to turn to their D&O policies for coverage for defence and indemnification purposes.211 It therefore, is worth noting the data in Table …., that there have been 89 securities actions launched in the province, making them the fourth most common class action.

These developments in the insurance industry pose challenges for underwriting. This is because risks must be assessed in the context of potential class proceedings and against a backdrop where case law is fluid and evolving.212

**I. Mass Torts (Personal Injury and Tainted Food)**

This category of class actions tends to be characterized by a single incident mass tort and as such, there usually is not a dispute about the appropriate class.213 Nonetheless, even where a plaintiff’s proposal does not meet the requirements of “class” and “sub-classes”, the action may still be certified conditionally where there is a strong access to justice goal.214 Up to
the point of certification, however, class size can be reduced substantially through use of a compensation plan – a device with the ethical value of accepting responsibility.\(^{215}\)

Class actions in Ontario have been certified for such diverse factual situations as: an Air France flight skidding off a runway and bursting into flames;\(^{216}\) food product recall;\(^{217}\) contamination of blood and blood products by HIV virus;\(^{218}\) fire in a TTC subway tunnel resulting in people on two trains being treated for smoke inhalation;\(^{219}\) fire destroying a self-storage facility where the sprinkler system and stand-pipe water connection were not working;\(^{220}\) and allegations of students with learning disabilities and behavioural problems being physically, sexually, emotionally, and psychologically abused at school.\(^{221}\)

Other proposed class actions have failed to be certified based upon a number of issues including complexity of the action,\(^{222}\) and failure to disclose a reasonable cause of action.\(^{223}\)

**J. Other Class Actions**

The class actions in this group were varied and not captured by other categories. They included primarily defamation actions, as well as a procurement bid, restructuring streetscape and streetcar tracks matter, breach of fiduciary duty, a small claims court matter, a few tax liability cases, and copyright infringement.

**K. Privacy Class Actions**

There have been a few instances in Ontario where class actions have been initiated with intrusion upon seclusion as one of the causes of action pleaded. Two of these cases have concerned allegations of improperly accessing personal health information in hospitals. In *Daniells v. McLellan*,\(^{224}\) the facts concerned McLellan, who was an employee of the North Bay Regional Health Centre until her dismissal. Prior to her dismissal, McLellan was discovered to have improperly accessed confidential personal health information of more than 5,000 patients in the hospital. *Hopkins v. Kay*\(^{225}\) was a case where the plaintiff asserted a claim for intrusion upon seclusion arising from her hospitalization in Peterborough Regional Health Centre. She alleged that while there, her personal health records were improperly accessed causing her to fear for her safety given that her ex-husband inflicted injuries on her that resulted in her hospitalization.\(^{226}\)

Other class actions initiated for intrusion upon seclusion include *Bennett v. Lenovo*,\(^{227}\) a case where the plaintiff bought a laptop and found it had been loaded with a program enabling hackers to collect confidential personal information from users without their knowledge or consent. *Evans v. Bank of Nova Scotia*\(^{228}\) involved a bank employee who provided private and confidential information of bank clients to his girlfriend, who then disseminated the information to third parties for fraudulent purposes. In *Maksimovic v. Sony Canada Ltd.*,\(^{229}\) the plaintiffs were purchasers and users of Playstation and related accounts. Following a cyber-attack by third parties, access was gained to the accountholder information of consumers. Following the attacks, the plaintiffs launched class actions, pleading breaches of their privacy rights. This action was certified and later settled.

Where remedies are concerned in a class action for intrusion upon seclusion, the most important function of damages awarded, is compensation.\(^{230}\) Where compensation is one of the goals of a damages award, an aggregate assessment can be made if it is reasonable to conclude that each member of a class experienced some degree of damage.\(^{231}\)

**L. Professional Negligence Class Actions (Solicitor and Medical Professional)**

The pivotal issue in professional negligence cases against lawyers is whether a duty of care is owed. Accordingly, if there is no factual basis to establish a duty, a motion to certify will fail.\(^{232}\) In the first case of professional negligence against a lawyer that was certified in Ontario,\(^{233}\) however, even though there was no contact between the plaintiff and the lawyer, the Court
found it “at least arguable” that a claim of reliance could be supported against the defendant solicitor.  

Where medical cases are concerned, there may be insufficient common issues, making it difficult to define a class. Nonetheless, there have been a number of class actions certified where there is infection or risk of infection in the class members, including: an outbreak of hepatitis B in electroencephalography clinics; patients treated in hospital who developed \textit{c. difficile} infections; persons who were notified by their hospital that the method used to clean biopsy equipment may have been inadequate to eliminate the transmission of viruses such as hepatitis B, hepatitis C and HIV; and residents of a home for the aged who contracted Legionnaire’s disease. By contrast, in a proposed class action concerning contact with people diagnosed with tuberculosis in a hospital, the Ontario Court of Appeal found the harm suffered and assessment of damages were inherently individual in nature.

In addition, there have been several class actions initiated in relation to obstetrical/gynecological matters, including one suit related to unnecessary surgery that was certified and settled; another that involved so many contested and complicated motions in a medical malpractice matter, the Court made arrangements to have one judge hearing all the motions; and one matter that was discontinued.

\textbf{M. Product Liability (including Pharmaceuticals, Medical Devices and Consumer Goods)}

Product liability cases generally are negligence actions involving pharmaceuticals, medical devices, and consumer goods. These actions lend themselves to litigation by class proceeding owing to their core commonality – they involve a product alleged to be defective – where determining liability to the representative plaintiff determines liability to the class. Even where a case raises complex issues of causation and damages, however, it may still be certified provided the issues are capable of adjudication as a class. Further, commonality may be accepted by the Court for the purposes of settlement even where the common issues and other issues might otherwise be disputed. Doing so promotes the goals of accessing justice, judicial economy and behavioural modification. Ontario Courts have articulated the important public policy role played by private class actions in assisting to regulate this sector.
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153 [2004] 1 SCR 629. Similar examples of using class proceedings to address over-charging are found in the following: Pichette v. Toronto Hydro; Griffiths v. Toronto Hydro-Electric Commission, [2010] O.J. No. 3185 (SCJ), the certification motion succeeded in response to the claim the utility’s late payment fees violated the Criminal Code provisions regarding illegal rates of interest. The matter was settled. Joseph v. Quik Payday Inc., [2006] O.J. No. 4835 (SCJ) was a matter certified and settled in relation to the ‘cheque cashing fees’, interest and other charges imposed by Quik Payday so it received interest at a rate in violation of the Criminal Code. Kruba v. RBC Dominion Securities Inc., [2013] O.J. No. 1519 (SCJ) was a matter that was certified and settled in relation to claims the defendants charged unauthorized amounts in the conversion of currency, therefore breaching their standard form accounts. A claim that Canada Post Corporation received increased parcel shipping charges contrary to the Weights and Measures Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. W-6, was certified in Lee Valley Tools Ltd. v. Canada Post Corp., [2007] O.J. No. 4942. In DeWolf v. Bell ExpressVu Inc., [2008] O.J. No. 4769, Divisional Court allowed the defendant’s leave to appeal a successful certification motion. The case concerned whether an administration fee charged to the defendant’s customers constituted “interest” under the Criminal Code.

154 RSC 1985, c. C-45, s. 347.

155 S.O. 2002, c. 30, Sched. A.

156 Bernstein v Peoples Trust Company, 2017 ONSC 752.


158 Following a faculty strike that resulted in students missing class time, the Court granted York University’s motion for summary judgment, given the representative plaintiff could not establish monetary damages: Ciano v. York University, [2000] O.J. No. 183 (SCJ); appeal dismissed by the OCA, [2000] O.J. No. 3482. A different result ensued in Hickey-Button v. Loyalist College of Applied Arts & Technology, [2006] O.J. No. 2393. There, the plaintiffs entered the nursing program at Loyalist and contended the option to obtain a nursing degree from Queens’ University in four years as represented by the defendant, was not available. The Court of Appeal certified their action.

159 Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis Society of Essex County v. Windsor (City), [2017] O.J. No. 3444. Certified by the Ontario Court of Appeal.

160 D.L.T.E. Holdings Ltd. v. Horseshoe Resort Corp., [2005] O.J. No. 4942 (SCJ). The plaintiff’s motion for summary judgment was dismissed when the Court held competing inferences should not be drawn from disputed facts on a summary judgment.

161 Despault v. King West Village Lofts Ltd., [2001] O.J. No. 2933 (SCJ). This action was certified.

162 Arabi v. Toronto-Dominion Bank, 2006 CanLII 17330 (ON SC).


166 Same. The Court held a trial was not required in the issue: para. 86.


168 2017 SCC 47.

169 Gray v. Ontario, 2006 CanLII 1764 (ON SCDC). This case involved the closure of three institutions that were home to severely developmentally delayed adults. Applications for judicial review concerning Ministerial discretion to close the institutions and transfer out the residents, were dismissed. Slark (Litigation guardian of) v. Ontario, [2017] O.J. No. 3544 (SCJ) concerned three class actions that were settled. Seed v. Ontario, [2017] O.J. No. 2958 (SCJ) concerned historical abuse at a school for
the blind; and McKillop (Litigation guardian of) v.
Ontario, [2014] O.J. No. 942 (SCJ) dealt with
approval of settlements in two actions related to
provincially operated residential facilities for
adults with developmental delays.

In Lauzon v. Canada (Attorney General), [2014] O.J.
No. 2402 (SCJ), prisoners prevented from wearing
commemorative t-shirts alleged a breach of their
Charter, section 2(b) freedom of expression rights.
The certification motion was dismissed, as was the
claim, for autism therapy included
the action was discontinued; while similarly, a
party moved for an
where a number of fires were set by inmates in
Kingston Penitentiary.

Williams v. Canada (Attorney General), [2005] O.J.
No. 3508 (SCJ).

Wareham v. Ontario (Minister of Community and
Social Services), 2008 ONCA 771. In this case, the
plaintiffs were welfare recipients under the Ontario
Disability Support Program who pleaded breaches
of sections 7 and 15 of the Charter associated with
disputed adjudications of benefits claims. The
claim was struck with leave to amend. Claims for
funding for autism therapy included Thomas v.
Ontario, [2004] O.J. No. 3340 (motion for an
interlocutory mandatory order dismissed); and in
Sagharian (Litigation guardian of) v. Ontario
(Minister of Education), [2012] O.J. No. 2743 (SCJ),
the action was discontinued; while similarly, a
proposed action alleging failure to provide
adequate teaching for disabled students in
Niebert (Litigation guardian of) v. Simcoe County District
School Board, [2004] O.J. No. 2524 (SCJ), was not
certified.

Loveless v. Ontario Lottery and Gaming Corporation,
2011 ONSC 4744. The motion for certification was
revised.

3488 (OCA).


Weininger Farms Ltd. v. Canada (Minister of National

Louis Sokolov, Colleen Bauman, “Common Cause:
Employment-related Class Actions in Canada”
Plumpton, Sarah Whitmore, “Employment-Related
Class Actions” (October 2, 2014) Class Actions – A
bootcamp for Litigators, Law Society of Upper
Canada: Continuing Professional Development
(Toronto), at 6-1.

Halabi v. Becker Milk Co., 1998 CanLii 14681 (ON
SC), was a case alleging failure to pay “wages.
There, the Court held that proceedings under the
ESA were “clearly preferable” to the proposed class
action given that the proceedings were quick,
cost the complainant employee nothing, and
further did not require intervention by judges.
CanLii 28301, the Superior Court of Justice held
that not only did the ESA lack a provision to
consolidate employee complaints to be heard by
an employment standards officer, the Act
expressly provided for a civil action being
available as an alternative to the administrative
procedure of the ESA: at para.41.

In 2012, the Court of Appeal released the
“Overtime Trilogy”: Fulawka v. Bank of Nova Scotia,
2012 ONCA 443; Fresco v. Canadian Imperial Bank
of Commerce, 2012 ONCA 444; and McCracken v.
Canadian National Railway Co., 2012 ONCA 445. In
Fulawka and Fresco, claims brought by
employees/ class members against banks
succeeded in their arguments that overtime
policies requiring pre-approval by a manager to
compensate employees, created barriers for
overtime pay. By contrast, in McCracken, the
plaintiff’s assertion of position misclassification
was rejected by the Court of Appeal which found
there were “different job responsibilities and
functions of class members, who hold many
different job titles and who work in a variety of
workplaces with different reporting structures and
different sizes of workforce: at para. 128.

McCarthy Tétrault. Defending Class Actions in

See Smith v. Sino-Forest Corporation, 2012 ONSC
24; Caponi v. Canada Life Assurance Company, 2009
CanLii 592 (ON SC), where the Court stated, “The
litigation is about the conduct of the defendants and
whether they acted improperly, to the detriment of
the Plan beneficiaries. A class proceeding is, in my
view, the preferable procedure to determine this
issue:” O’Neill v. General Motors of Canada Ltd.,
2014 ONSC 4742, was a case where post-
retirement health care cuts to 3,200 class
members were made, causing the class members,
as the Court found, to have to assume new
financial burdens when, given their age and
susceptibility to health problems, they were not
able to do so. See also General Motors of Canada v.
Abrams, 2011 ONSC 5338.
184 Chapman v. Benefit Plan Administrators, 2013 ONSC 3318. The plaintiff brought an action against trustees, administrative agents and actuaries of the benefit plan, alleging negligence and breach of trust arising from early retirement being permitted while the plan was experiencing solvency issues. The action was certified.

185 Ontario Public Service Employees Union and Sue McSheffrey v. Ontario, [2005] O.J. No. 1841, was a case that was certified, then settled. The Superior Court of Justice found the Government had appropriated the plaintiff’s pension benefits without compensation as a result of restructuring activities. A related class action also was certified and settled: Ontario Nurses’ Association v. Ontario. The decision is unreported.


187 Hollick, above, note 12.

188 Same, at para. 19. The common issues related to complaints of odour and noise emanating from a city owned landfill.

189 Same, at para. 32.

190 Same, at para. 35. The legislation referenced in the decision the Environmental Bill of Rights, 1993, S.O. 1993, c. 28, ss. 61(1) and 74(1); and the Environmental Protection Act, , S.O. 1993, c. 28, ss. 14(1), 172(1), and 186(1).

191 Same, at para. 37.

192 Above, note 5.

193 2011 ONCA 628.

194 SO 2000, c-3.

195 Same, at s. 2(1).

196 Salah v. Timothy's Coffees of the World Inc., 2010 ONCA 673, at para. 26. The lower court found the appellant had breached a franchise agreement with the respondents. That agreement provided the respondents with a conditional right of renewal – a right the appellant had denied. The trial judge awarded damages for breach of contract, breach of the duty of good faith and mental distress. The Court of Appeal agreed and dismissed the appeal.

197 2012 ONSC 1252, at para. 205. In this putative class action, the plaintiffs complained they were required to buy ingredients used in their products at unreasonably high prices, which cut into their profits. The Court found the claim met the requirements of s. 5(1)(a) to (d) of the CPA. Nonetheless, it was held the action could not succeed, because it would require the Court to rewrite their franchise agreements to provide the plaintiffs a greater share of profits than that derived from the franchisor’s business system.

198 2011 ONSC 1300. Trillium asserted the wind down agreements some dealerships were required to sign after the economic collapse in the auto industry, were “franchise agreements” as defined in the Arthur Wishart Act. The defendant, General Motors of Canada Ltd., agreed the dealers were franchisees under that Act. Accordingly, the defendant had a duty to deliver a disclosure document before a franchisee was required to sign the agreement and failure to do so constituted a breach of the statutory duty of fair dealing. The action was certified under the CPA.

199 Same.

200 Same, at para. 57.

201 Same at para. 59.

202 Same.

203 Same, at para. 58.

204 Cheryl Wooden, Tim Buckley, Keith Batten. “Class Actions and the Insurance Industry”, (Fall 2011) Canadian Insurance Law Newsletter, at 3.

205 Same.


207 Although the insurers had breached statutory conditions, the Superior Court of Justice in Empke v. Security National Insurance Co., [2003] Canlii 47286, held the claims exceeded the limitation period and there was no evidence of concealment of material facts that would supercede the limitation period. Accordingly, the Court granted the summary judgement motion of the insurers. See also: Veley v. CGU Insurance Co. of Canada [2004] OJ 143 (SCJ). The next year, however, the Court of Appeal in Segnitz v. Royal & SunAlliance Insurance Co. of Canada, [2005] OJ 2436 held the insurers’ payment obligation was not quantified by the statutory condition at issue when the insurer chose to pay the cash value of the care and take the salvage.


Above, note 208, at 3.


Hollick, above, note 13, at para. 20.


In Blair v. Toronto Community Housing Corp., [2011] O.J. No. 3347 (SCJ), where a fire hazard was created in the building occupied by the class representative and a large fire resulted, the action was certified. At para. 71, the Court found the compensation plan did not seem to be motivated by a wish to avoid a class action. In addition, the Court held that certification should not prevent the defendant from attempting to compensate or remediate the harm they may have caused.

Abdulrahim v. Air France, [2009] O.J. No. 5550 (SCJ). This action was settled.

Bilodeau v. Maple Leaf Foods, [2009] O.J. No. 1006 (SCJ). This action was settled.

Re Canadian Red Cross Society, [2008] O.J. No. 4114 (SCJ). This was a motion for advice and directions in a proceeding under the Companies Creditors’ Arrangement Act, RSC 1985, c C-36.


Johnston v. Sheila Morrison Schools, [2010] O.J. No. 2473 (SCJ). This action was settled.

Caputo v. Imperial Tobacco, [2004] O.J. No. 299 (SCJ), at paras. 12 and 13 (personal injuries suffered by millions of Ontario smokers and their families, with allegations the manufacturers designed and produced inherently defective and dangerous products, marketed with knowledge they were addictive and harmful – action not certified and discontinued).

Cavanaugh v. Grenville Christian College, 2013 ONCA 139. The Court of Appeal stated the motion Judge’s decision to deny certification was correct and grounded in the court’s inherent power to dismiss an action where the claim did not offer a reasonable cause of action: at para. 19.

2017 ONSC 3466.

2015 ONCA 112.

The Hospital brought a Rule 21 motion, arguing the jurisdiction of the Superior Court of Justice was ousted on the ground the Personal Health Information Protection Act, 2004 (“PHIPA”) SO 2004, c.3, Sch. A was an exhaustive code in relation to patient records. The Ontario Hospital Association intervened to support the position of the Hospital and argued that PHIPA’s balance would be disturbed if claims based on Jones v. Tsige, 2012 ONCA 32 were entertained by the courts in relation to personal health information. The Court of Appeal disagreed, holding PHIPA contemplated the possibility of actions for damages in Court in light of the language in section 71 of PHIPA. It provides immunity for a good faith compliance attempt in an “action or other proceeding for damages:” at para. 41.

2017 ONSC 1082.

2014 ONSC 2135.

2013 CanLii 41305.


Same. The Court concluded “the present case is one in which a common issues trial judge could determine a base amount of damages without proof of loss for each class member on the basis that every class member’s privacy was breached, and was breached in the same way”: at para. 23.

2013 CanLii 41305.

This was the case in Abdool v. Anaheim Management, [1993] O.J. No. 1820 (SCJ), where the Court held there was no factual basis to establish a fiduciary duty against the solicitors: para. 47. The motion to certify failed. By contrast, in Hodge v. Neinstein, [2017] O.J. No. 3109, the Court of Appeal certified a breach of fiduciary duty claim with respect to interest allegedly charged contrary to the Solicitors Act.
234 **Delgrosso v. Paul**, [1999] O.J. No. 5742 (SCJ). This case was the certification decision in *Clients of JNP Financial Services Inc. v. Paul*. Here, the Court held even though there was no contact between the plaintiff and the lawyer it was a common issue requiring resolution by trial: para.11.


236 **Anderson v. Wilson**, [1999] O.J. No. 2494. (OCA). Infected patients were included in the class while uninfected people and family law claimants were identified as a subclass.

237 **Elliot Estate v. Joseph Brant Memorial Hospital**, [2013] O.J. No. 49 (SCJ). Action was certified and settled. 223 patients were infected, 91 of whom died of their infections.

238 **Farkas v. Sunnybrook and Women’s College Health Sciences Centre**, [2009] O.J. No. 3533 (SCJ). There were 749 patients in the class. The action was certified and settled.

239 **Glover v. Toronto (City)**, [2014] O.J. No. 712 (SCJ). Approximately 135 people, consisting of 70 residents, 21 visitors and 39 staff members, contracted Legionnaire’s Disease. There were 23 reported deaths. The action was certified and settled.


241 Bellaire v. Daya, [2007] O.J. No. 4819 (SCJ). A review conducted of Dr. Daya’s practice led to the conclusion that as many as 93 patients had undergone unnecesary or inappropriate metroplasties.


249 In Banerjee, above, note 125, the common issue of whether the drug Permax caused a serious risk of behavioural changes, did not require individual determination. This was because the issue was framed generally, inquiring whether Permax was capable of causing the alleged side effects: at para. 34.


251 For example, see Wilson v Servier, above, note 128, at para. 126; and Banerjee, above, note 125, where the Court was satisfied the case would promote behavioural modification in relation to testing and marketing pharmaceuticals: at para. 41.